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Hawaii Allowing Any Out-of-State
U.S. Medical Card Holder Access
to Cannabis Dispensaries
David Hodes
Any qualified out-of-state medical cannabis patient traveling to Hawaii can now buy medical cannabis legally after
applying for a temporary medical card up to 60 days before their visit.
On March 5, the Hawaii Department of Health (DOH)
began allowing out-of-state residents to purchase a medical cannabis card—called the 329 card—for $49.50 online
only. Travelers with cards can purchase up to four ounces
of cannabis at any licensed dispensary in the state. Cards
are good for 60 days, and can be downloaded or stored on
a visitor’s smartphone or tablet. Applications for the medical card are often approved on the same day, according to
a DOH news release (1).
“Having the out-of-state program will open the opportunity of coming to Hawaii to many people,” said Pedro Haro,
executive director of the Hawaii Educational Association
for Therapeutic Healthcare (HEALTH), the trade association
for Hawaii’s licensed dispensaries. “It’s really not a choice
to have to make . . . to go without medication, particularly
when it’s helping them.”
The DOH’s Harm Reduction Services Branch Medical
Cannabis Registry Program team expedited the implementation of amended Hawaii administrative rules and developed the IT system enhancements needed to put the outof-state patient registration system in place in less than
eight months. Governor David Ige signed the amended
medical cannabis law permitting the program to establish
a process for registering out-of-state patients in July 2018 (1).
According to Pete Whiticar, chief of the Harm Reduction Services Branch of the DOH, the electronic registration
cards contain the same verifiable information as the hard
copy cards that they have issued since 2015. “But we’ve taken a major step forward to modernize the process and improve the patient experience,” said Whiticar. “We can now,
for the first time, invite qualified out-of-state patients to apply up to 60 days prior to their visit to Hawaii and get their
cards online prior to arrival” (1).
Currently, 32 other states, the District of Columbia, and
four U.S. territories allow the use of cannabis for medicinal
purposes. Medical cannabis patients coming to Hawaii and
applying for a temporary medical card have to certify that
they use cannabis for one of the 11 conditions recognized
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by the state, including post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD),
cancer, glaucoma, lupus, epilepsy, multiple sclerosis, HIV,
and any chronic diseases or medical conditions that cause
pain or nausea (2).
While this is good news for visitors, they need to be aware
that Hawaii is still working out some of the sticky details of
their medical cannabis program. For now, only four of the
eight Hawaiian islands—Hawaii, Maui, Kauai, and Oahu—
have medical cannabis dispensaries (a total of nine so far) (3).
Federal regulations prohibit transporting any cannabis
from island to island, and recreational cannabis is still illegal in the state (4). Additionally, international medical cannabis registration cards are not accepted at this time, and the
DOH needs other information from certain states to process the temporary card (New York is one) (5). But there is a
light at the end of the tunnel for all cannabis consumers and
island visitors— a bill that would legalize recreational cannabis is currently gaining traction in the state’s legislature (6).

References
(1)

https://health.hawaii.gov/news/files/2019/03/19-012-Online-registration-for-out-of-state-med-cannabis-pt.pdf.

(2) http://health.hawaii.gov/medicalcannabisregistry/providers/debilitating-medical-conditions/.
(3) https://health.hawaii.gov/news/files/2019/03/19014-DOH-approves-second-dispensary-onHawaii-Island-NR-FINAL-030719.pdf.
(4) http://health.hawaii.gov/medicalcannabisregistry/.
(5) https://medmj.ehawaii.gov/medmj/welcome.
(6) http://www.hawaiinewsnow.com/2019/02/07/bill-legalizerecreational-marijuana-hawaii-is-still-very-much-alive/.

Arcadia Biosciences Announces New
Business Unit Dedicated to Cannabis
Arcadia Biosciences, Inc. (Davis, California), an agricultural
food ingredient company that is known for leveraging advanced, proprietary breeding techniques to improve the
quality and nutritional content of wheat and soybeans, announced that they will apply their expertise to cannabis.
With the establishment of Arcadia Specialty Genomics, the
company is reportedly dedicating a first-of-its-kind strategic business unit to the optimization and standardization of
cannabis plant content, quality, climate resiliency, and yield.
Arcadia Specialty Genomics intends to conduct its business
only in federal and state markets in which cannabis is legal.
The company will initially focus on the hemp market with
Chief Financial Officer Matt Plavan as president.
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Inter-Lab Variation in the Cannabis Industry,
Part I: Problem and Causes
Too often, cannabis laboratories get different results on the same sample. There are a number of
causes and solutions. In this installment, the problem is presented along with its causes. In the
second part of this series, potential solutions will be discussed.

I

n the first installment of this column series, I stated one of my
goals was to teach the basics of
chemical analysis for those in the
cannabis industry that are new to the
field (1). I started by writing columns
on precision and accuracy (2) and
representative sampling (3). Normally at this point in a course on analytical chemistry I would proceed onto
a topic such as the basics of chromatography. However, one of my other goals for this column is to address
important issues facing the cannabis
analysis industry. There now exists
an issue so important in this industry that I feel the need to interrupt
your regularly scheduled cannabis
analysis column for this important
message: inter-laboratory variation
is a serious problem in our industry.
I feel it is so important that I will be
devoting this and the next column to
this topic.

Cannabis is Medicine…
Test it Like Medicine!
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is now on record stating
that cannabidiol (CBD) has medicinal uses (4). Here is an excerpt from
their announcement: “Marketing
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unapproved products, with uncertain
dosages and formulations can keep
patients from accessing appropriate,
recognized therapies to treat serious
and even fatal diseases.” Thus, the
FDA has set itself the goal of insuring cannabis medicines contain correct dosages.
One of my mantras is, “Cannabis
is medicine . . . test it like medicine!”
(This phrase was in the running to be
the name of this column series, but I
thought “Cannabis Analysis” was easier to say and remember.) The point
is that the cannabis industry needs
to adopt the testing regimen of the
pharmaceutical industry to produce
safe and effective medicines, and the
FDA agrees with me. This means performing what I call cradle-to-grave
testing: Analyzing raw materials for
identity and purity, monitoring every step of the chemical manufacturing process to make sure it is done
according to standard operating procedures; testing final products for
correct amounts of active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs) and excipients; and testing for compliance
with any applicable laws and regulations. Many cannabis businesses are
dependent upon third party cannabis

| www.CannabisScienceTech.com

analysis laboratories for some or all
their testing.
Inter-laboratory variation is the
problem of different laboratories obtaining statistically different results
on the same sample. It is a well documented phenomenon in the cannabis
industry (5–8). One of the best papers
on this topic is surprisingly found in
the pages of the prestigious Journal
of the American Medical Association
(JAMA) (5). The authors purchased
84 CBD containing products over
the internet from 31 different companies, and had their potencies analyzed by an independent laboratory. More than 69% of these products
were mislabeled. One of the likely explanations for this problem is interlaboratory variation—the laboratories who analyzed these products for
label claims incorrectly measured the
amount of CBD in the samples. Based
on this study, it sounds like the FDA
has its work cut out for it trying to insure cannabis patients get the right
dosage of CBD.
In addition to the JAMA article, local news teams have been on the hunt
investigating inter-laboratory variation in the cannabis industry (6,7). In
one study (7), the same homogenized
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cannabis oil sample was delivered by hand to 10 different
cannabis testing laboratories in California. The range of
measured potencies was from 64% to 83%. There is no other explanation for these results but inter-laboratory variation. An internet search will turn up other such studies with
similar results.
Some colleagues and I recently performed a roundrobin study of five California cannabis laboratories (8).
We took a sample of distillate known to be free of pesticides, spiked it with known amounts of six different pesticides, and hand delivered the samples in duplicate to
the laboratories on the same day. The false negative rate
was 78%. That is, 78% of the time the laboratories failed
to detect pesticides known to be present in the distillate. Our results probably mean pesticide tainted products have made it into the hands of California cannabis
patients and consumers.
Additionally, we submitted homogenized distillate samples from the same batch in quadruplicate to the five different laboratories (8). The range of the 20 potency measurements received was 77% to 94%. Again, the cause here
must be inter-laboratory variation. We proved via mid-infrared (IR) spectroscopy that the sample was homogeneous (8). I am sure many of you have heard of or experienced
the inter-laboratory variation problem yourselves.
Let’s review the results here:
1. 69% of CBD products mislabeled
with the wrong dosage.
2. Measured potency range of 64% to 83% measured
on the same sample by 10 laboratories.
3. Pesticide false negative rate of 78%.
4. Measured potency range of 77% to 94% measured
on same sample by five laboratories.
These results are shocking and unacceptable. Can you
imagine the uproar if 69% of a company’s pills sold to
the public were found to have the wrong amount of API?
Can you imagine the controversy that would result if we
found out that 78% of the food we eat contained previously undetected pesticides? There would be reams
of bad press, a raft of lawsuits, congressional investigations, companies going bankrupt, and maybe even people going to jail. This will happen to our industry if we
don’t fi x the inter-laboratory variation problem.
Press reports of this problem shake the public’s confidence in our industry and make it look like we don’t know
what we are doing, that we might be selling tainted or
dangerous products, or, worst case scenario, that we are
frauds and crooks. I am sure it is a long cherished goal
of many in this industry to see medical or recreational
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cannabis legalized at the federal level in the United States.
To achieve this, we must convince the public that we sell
a safe, effective product, and that our business practices
are above board and beyond repute. The inter-laboratory
variation problem and its associated bad publicity makes
achieving our goal that much harder, to the detriment of all
in the cannabis industry.
The inter-laboratory variation problem makes it hard
for cannabis businesses, our clients, to make rational business decisions. For example, I have seen a distillate batch worth hundreds of thousands of dollars be declared pesticide free by a cannabis laboratory hired by
the seller but tested above legal limits by another laboratory hired by the potential buyer. The buyer nixed the
deal, causing the seller significant financial heartache.
What is a cannabis business to do in this situation? Who
are we to believe? How can a cannabis business stay in
business, when whether or not they can legally sell their
product is a crapshoot?

Causes of the Problem
As with any complex problem, there are multiple causes to
the cannabis industry inter-laboratory variation problem.
Here are my observations.
Lack of Standard Methods
In the U.S., the analysis of pharmaceuticals is regulated by the FDA. This industry can also turn to the United States Pharmacopeia (USP) for standard methods
and reference materials. In the food industry, the Association of Official Analytical Chemists (AOAC) promulgates standard methods for things like testing the
fat and protein content in what we eat. Because cannabis is still illegal at the federal level in the U.S., this
precludes our FDA from getting involved in regulating
the cannabis industry. I have heard that there are people at the USP working on cannabis analysis standard
methods, and I know there are hard working volunteers
at the AOAC that have formed committees and working groups, and have issued calls for cannabis analysis methods. However, all of this takes time and, at the
moment (in my observation), there has yet to be promulgated clear guidance on methods that all cannabis analysis laboratories can use. I believe the day of
standard cannabis analysis methods will come. But in
the meantime, the problems caused by inter-laboratory
variation will continue. I hope my pointing out the problem in this column will cause more people to become
involved in obtaining a solution.
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Sample Inhomogeneity
I addressed this issue in detail in my last column (3). The
problem is that cannabis samples, particularly plant material, can be so inhomogeneous that different aliquots
of the same material batch can have different chemical
compositions. When these samples, assumed to be the
same, are tested by different laboratories, and they get
different results, we are all left scratching our heads.

and cakes. To prepare samples for these analyses they
must be prepared in such a way that the analytes end
up in the right concentration range in solution. You may
have an instrument whose calibration line constructed using pure standards has a correlation coefficient of
0.999 and accuracy to the second decimal place. But if
the sample is not prepared properly or does not have
reproducibly, that accuracy is meaningless.

Lack of Appropriate Standards
Another industry that deals with the analysis of inhomogeneous plant material is the tea industry. In the
U.S., the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), a part of the federal government, issues
standard reference materials (SRM) for industry. In the
case of green tea, they have issued a standard reference material (9) that can be used for method development and laboratory round-robin studies to measure
inter-laboratory variation. In the U.S., cannabis standard reference materials issued by NIST do not yet exist
because of the federal illegality problem. To the best
of my knowledge, there does not yet exist a standard
cannabis bud or standard reference cannabis oil, extract, or distillate. We can’t develop standard methods
across laboratories and track inter-laboratory variation
if we can’t guarantee that every laboratory is analyzing
the same sample.

Sample Instability
It has been shown that cannabis samples of various
types lose potency over time (13–17). One study using
mid-IR spectroscopy found that cannabis oils lose total tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) via a first order mechanism with a half-life of 7.9 months. Because of this mechanism, potency loss is the greatest early on (17). Thus,
when doing a round robin study, if laboratories get the
same sample on different dates, they may be analyzing
samples that are measurably different from each other. This means that for cannabis oils, and perhaps for
other cannabis samples, potency values can measurably change in as little as a week. As a result, laboratories analyzing the same sample at different times may
get different results.

Sample Preparation Variability
I have been involved in cannabis analysis since soon
after recreational cannabis became legal in Colorado,
and have visited dozens of cannabis laboratories. In my
observation, the biggest variable from laboratory to
laboratory is sample preparation. Variances in amounts,
grinding, solvents, shaking, vortexing, centrifuging and
so forth, can lead laboratories to extract analytes from
samples with different efficiencies causing part of the
inter-laboratory variation problem. The most common
ways of determining potency and pesticides in cannabis samples are gas chromatography (GC), high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), mass spectrometry (MS), and combinations thereof (10–12). To calibrate
these standard solutions with known amounts of cannabinoids, terpenes, and pesticides that are sold and
analyzed, instruments that are capable of amazing feats
of accuracy and precision are used. However, our clients do not submit solutions of pure compounds to us
for analysis. They submit inhomogeneous plant material, gooey brown stuff, or complex matrices like brownies
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Large Factor Dilutions
Modern chromatographs and mass spectrometers
are incredibly sensitive, capable of measuring pesticides in the parts per billion level. However, when we
need to measure potencies some samples contain
THC amounts greater than 90%. Therefore, concentrated samples must be diluted by significant amounts to
keep from overwhelming our sensitive instruments. Dilutions by factors of 100 times or more are not uncommon. When making these large factor dilutions, a small
amount of analyte containing solution is dissolved in
large amounts of solvent. It is not always easy to measure out small amounts of liquid reproducibly. If you literally have to dissolve one drop of analyte solution in
100 mL of solvent, getting that drop size exactly right
each time is nontrivial, and small error is magnified when
diluting by a large amount. I believe part of the explanation for the distillate potency variation discussed above
(8) may be problems with large level dilutions.
Treating Analytical Methods as Intellectual Property
In my own attempts to establish standard methods in
our industry, I ask laboratory proprietors to share their
methods with other laboratories. Too often the answer
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is “no way.” These laboratories are under the mistaken
belief that their in-house developed method has some
important difference than all other laboratories, and to
disclose that difference would put them at a competitive disadvantage. I can assure all laboratory owners that
I have observed enough methods being run at enough
laboratories to tell you that no one has a “magic trick”
that will set them head and shoulders above the rest. Almost all laboratories are filled with smart people and
state-of-the art equipment. We are all trying to solve
the same problem and, chances are, we all will arrive at
essentially the same solution. There is no need to be secretive. Worse yet, by not being forthright with methods,
it makes it impossible to develop and implement standard methods across the industry, meaning the inter-laboratory variation problem will never be solved.
Human Error
Last but not least is good old-fashioned human error.
Despite training, adherence to standard operating procedures, and our best intentions, we are all human and
we make mistakes. For example, I once had a laboratory report back to me that a sample contained 234% tetrahydrocannabinolic acid (THCA). That mistake should
have been recognized by the analyst, or their supervisor,
and never allowed to leave the laboratory. Undoubtedly,
similar screw ups contribute to the inter-laboratory variation problem.
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Conclusions
The inter-laboratory variation problem in the cannabis
analysis industry is real and threatens the health and
safety of consumers and the future of our industry. It
has a number of causes, including a lack of standard
methods and reference materials. These problems are
exacerbated by the lack of marijuana legality at the federal level in the United States. Potential solutions to this
problem will be offered in the next column.
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Cultivating with LEDs:
Past, Present, and Future
Driven by the need to save energy and reduce operational costs, indoor growers are turning to alternative
means of illuminating their cannabis crop. In more and more indoor grows, high-intensity discharge lamps
(HIDs) are being swapped out for light-emitting diodes (LEDs). The reasons to do so are numerous, not
just energy savings, but the increasing ability to tailor the light spectrum for getting the most out of the
plant. LEDs will play an important role in grows of the future, where networked lighting and environmental
sensors are integrated into a comprehensive cultivation platform. The time to try LEDs is now.

A

s I discussed in the last installment of this column (1),
an important part of a cannabis cultivator’s environmental obligation is minimizing our grows’ energy
consumption. It’s not only good for
the planet, but also for the balance
sheet. There is more to the selection of a light source than just picking the low-cost option, so sometimes to save money you must spend
money. Although light-emitting diode (LED) fixtures are more expensive, they can pay for themselves in
electrical cost savings in three years
or less. Also, because I believe light
is the first nutrient of the plant, your
selection shouldn’t rely entirely on
finding the most energy-efficient fixture but also the one with the right
spectrum. There are a large number
of LED horticultural lighting options
out there. I have chosen to focus on
three major brands—Lumigrow, Illumitex, and Fluence Bioengineering—
as examples of the industry. Rather than just relying on manufacturers
claims, I have spoken to the growers
themselves who are cultivating with
these LEDs to gain insights into how
to best use these examples of the
current state of the art in indoor cannabis lighting. My goal here is not to
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recommend one product over another; rather it is to share my insights to
help cultivators successfully transition to this energy efficient technology and further optimize the yield and
quality of their production strains.

Science the “Bleep” Out of It
I consider light to be the first nutrient of the plant. It provides the energy needed to absorb and process all
the other nutrients of the plant. Before we go any further, it is important to lay down the definitions of key
terms used when discussing lighting
for cultivation. Bear with me here, because it can get a little heavy going
with these terms. However, once you
learn them, you will use them with
ease and be an impressive expert in
lighting terminology.
Light levels for residential, commercial, and industrial applications
are expressed in terms of lumens.
This term is intended to quantify light
brightness as seen by the human eye.
I won’t go into the scientific unit, because all you really need to know is
“lumens are for humans.” A lumen is
the brightness of one birthday candle
located one foot away from you. Normal lighting in a room for your home
is about 1000 lumens. While we need
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to know this because it is an everyday
term, we need to become more specific about lighting and lighting measurements for plants and plant growth.
These are discussed below.
It’s difficult to describe light in layman’s terms; however, for simplicity,
sometimes we refer to light behavior in terms of a wave and sometimes
we refer to it as behaving more like a
particle. For the purpose of explaining, photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) using the notion of light
as a wave provides the best tool for
understanding PAR. First, you have
to think of the spectrum as the entire rainbow of colors from infrared
through reds, yellows, greens, blues,
violets, and ultraviolet wavelengths.
PAR is the part of the light spectrum
absorbed by a plant’s pigments, such
as chlorophylls and carotenoids. It
drives the formation of glucose—the
energy-rich end product of photosynthesis. PAR covers the range of wavelengths, from 400 to 700 nm, where
chlorophyll absorption can occur,
with peak absorption efficiency occurring in the red (665 nm) and blue
(465 nm) parts of the spectrum. While
other parts of the spectrum are useful to the plant, they are not directly
involved in photosynthesis. When we
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talk of the quality of the LED spectrum, we are referring
to the relative ratios of light in the PAR range of the spectrum. Equally important is the intensity of the light. This is
best understood by thinking of light as a particle (called a
photon), not a wave. When discussing the effects of light
upon the plant canopy, I find the most useful term to be
photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD). PPFD is the
number of photosynthetically-active photons falling on a
given area each second, with measurement expressed as
micromoles per square meter per second. A micromole is
one-millionth of a mole—and a mole is an extremely large
number, approximately 6.02 X 1023. A mole is a unit for
measuring amounts in chemistry and is not something to
worry about, but you can bring it out at the next party and
impress the crowd with your detailed knowledge. When
choosing a lighting fixture, look for one delivering to the
top of the canopy a PPFD of at least 700 micromoles per
square meter per second (2).
PPFD also allows the calculation of another important
number: daily light integral (DLI), which is a measure of
the total number of photons falling on the canopy over a
24-h period, expressed as moles/square meter/day (3). Expert cannabis growers like to see their plants receive 30 to
40 moles of light a day, sometimes even higher. Translated,
this means they want to see a DLI of 30–40.
So, just to recap: knowing these three measurements—
PAR, PPFD, and DLI—for your growing situation will help
you determine the best lighting system to maximize
health and yield.

plant-growth systems, working with them for space experiments in the mid-1990s.)
Eventually, the horticulture industry, with cannabis
growers among them, took note of LEDs. However, early
adopters found the technology to be underpowered and
expensive. As a result, growers were skeptical of the value
of LEDs to improve their crop performance.
Enter Haitz’s Law for LEDs, which is similar to Moore’s
Law. Just as the latter observation accurately has forecast
the increase in computing power over the years, the late
scientist Roland Haitz predicted that every decade the
amount of light generated by an LED would increase by
a factor of 20 while the cost would drop by a factor of 10.
Haitz’s Law has held up over the years, and if there’s any inaccuracy it underestimates the rates of progress.
In short, LEDs are less expensive and brighter than when
they first became available to growers—a combination
that has piqued the interest of today’s cannabis cultivators. Today’s LED fixtures are every bit as powerful as the

LEDs: From Space Science to Cannabis Science
A brief history of LEDs can explain why they’re now coming to the fore in the cannabis industry and indoor and
greenhouse cultivation in traditional horticulture (vegetables and ornamental flowers).
One of the first cultivators to use LEDs were National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) scientists
performing ground-based research for future flight experiments. The scientists wanted LEDs on spaceflight because of their benefits compared to other types of lighting.
For one, LEDs are comparatively small, which is essential
on a spacecraft where room to operate is limited. Also,
the diodes are shatterproof, eliminating the fear of an exploding light sending slivers of glass into a zero-gravity environment. LEDs run on direct current (DC), which is important because spacecraft run on DC power. Lastly, for
greater control over photosynthesis in plant experiments,
LEDs can be manufactured to emit a specific spectrum.
(On a personal note, I first became familiar with LEDs in
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Figure 1: Photosynthetically important part of the solar spectrum.

high-intensity discharge lamps (HIDs)
they are starting to replace. The LED
fixtures are roughly 40% more efficient than their HID counter parts.

A Change in Lighting
System Means Careful
Planning and Time to Adjust
LEDs can be great, but adapting the
crop growing conditions to them requires some forethought and detailed planning. When a lighting
“change-out” occurs in grow rooms,
the differences between LEDs and
traditional lighting systems are significant enough to cause a rethinking of the cultivation protocols in
even the most meticulously designed and monitored grow rooms.
Successful growers have had to reeducate themselves and adjust their
tried and true cultivation approaches. In short, you just can’t replace
the fi xtures and expect the same or
better results. You have to take some
time to prepare, plan, test, and implement your system in a methodical and careful manner to achieve
the results that you desire.
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For example, LEDs produce far
less radiant heat than their HID cousins. This means that adjustments in
the cultivation environment must be
made to ensure crop health. Without the radiant heat generated by
HIDs, the temperature of the grow
room and the leaf surfaces drops significantly—and lower temperatures
means higher relative humidity in
the grow room. When the plants enter a night cycle, the reduced heat input reduces nighttime transpiration
and slows the plant growth rate. A
grower can address this two-fold issue: 1. Heat the grow room to reduce
the relative humidity, resulting in an
increase in the water saturation level of the air, or 2. Increase the HVAC
system’s dehumidification capability.
Some growers choose to do both.
To have a deeper understanding
of how this can impact the plant, I
need to introduce a concept called
vapor pressure deficit (VPD) (4). This
is a calculated value based on three
parameters: air temperature, relative
humidity, and leaf temperature. Every professional grow room should
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always have the first two measurements visible. For reading leaf temperatures, those pistol-like infrared
thermometers cost less than $100. (As
an aside, a healthy leaf’s temperature
should be lower than the air temperature by about 4.2 °F/2 °C with the difference due to the cooling effect of
transpiration.) Once cultivators know
those three measurements, they can
find free online VPD calculators that
will tell them the difference between
the level of water vapor in the leaf (always 100%) and the water vapor in
the grow room’s air. Because this is
a measurement of a pressure difference, the standard unit is kilopascals
(kPa); for reference, the pressure of air
at sea level is 101.3 kPa.
Managing VPD over the course of
the cannabis life cycle is critical to
getting the most out of the plant. If
the VPD is too high, the transpiration
rate will not be enough to keep the
leaves from drying out, which stresses the plant. Ultimately, the plant’s
response is to shut down its transpiration rate and diminish the flow of
nutrients, compounding the problem.
If the VPD is too low, transpiration will
be slowed, resulting in less cooling
of the leaves and less uptake of nutrients, which means slower growth and
lower yields. To get the best outcome,
it’s essential to maintain the optimal
VPD range over the lifecycle of the
plant. For propagation and the early part of vegetative growth, the VPD
should be kept between 0.4–0.8 kPa.
During late vegetative and early flower growth, the VPD should be maintained at 0.8–1.2 kPa. Finally, VPD is
increased further during mid- and
late-flower growth at 1.2–1.6 kPa. Yes,
VPD management comes at a cost of
a bit more energy, but the value of
doing so is well worth the price.
Allison Justice, vice president of
cultivation at OutCo in San Diego,
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California, uses fixtures from Fluence Bioengineering to illuminate their indoor cultivation facility, cutting costs significantly. However, she cautions that the 40% savings in
electricity use for lighting was negated partially by the
need for dehumidifiers to be in the grow room. In my estimation, actual energy savings of the overall LED based cultivation operations are closer to 30%.
Additionally, cultivators quickly may learn just how much
their plants needed the radiant heat from the HIDs to grow
as desired. Then it’s a matter of compensating by raising
the air temperature in the grow room, although experts
disagree by how much—or if it’s even needed. Dr. Daniel Hopper, chief cultivation officer at Nevada’s Silver State
Relief dispensary in Sparks, Nevada, using Lumigrow lights,
said when he compared plants grown in a room kept at
82 °F/27.8 °C with only LEDs versus 78 °F/25.6 °C, he noticed no difference. But Justice said to raise the plants’
temperatures she runs LED rooms warmer than rooms
equipped with high pressure sodium (HPS) lights, perhaps
into the low 80s during the vegetative stage.
Another factor often overlooked following a conversion
is light intensity. After cultivators realize they’re no longer
at risk of burning their plants from a too-close HID, some
bring the LED right next to the leaves. This, of course,
cranks up the PPFD—which some genetics can handle
while others can’t. Justice said one of OutCo’s best strains,
Grape Pie, starts to foxtail once the PPFD reaches 900 micromoles, and when the PPFD crosses the 1000-micromole threshold, the flowers start to change morphology
and look “finger-y” and not as “trichome-y.” In fact, she
noted, the resulting plant takes on a shade of brown, as
if it was grown outdoors. However, the lack of aesthetics
is made up for by a higher yield and greater potency. On
the other hand, she added, the strain “Tangimal” can take
1200 micromoles without ill effect. You need to optimize
each strain to get the most out of your LED lighting fixture.
Many growers find it is easier to over-water LED grown
plants than HID grown. Growers often modify their nutrient
formulations when growing under LEDs. The nutrient mix
is often run at a higher mineral salt concentration (electric
conductivity [EC]) than they were using before. Tom Haffly, director of production at Temescal Wellness in Worcester, Massachusetts, using Illumitex lighting, said he’s found
success from increasing salt in the nutrient content, bumping EC from 2.0 to 2.7. Haffly also raises the carbon dioxide levels when using LEDs compared to HPS, going from
800–950 ppm to 1000–1200 ppm. While Haffly has seen
some growers boost their CO2 levels to as high as 1500, he
doesn’t believe yields increase once past 1200–1300 ppm.
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Optimizing the spectrum during the vegetative stage
can change the overall morphology of a plant that’s
tall and lean, with a weak stem and not many leaves to
a smaller more robust plant that is better suited to production. This can be accomplished by using a fixture that
is relatively high in the blue part of the spectrum. During flowering, a relatively high level of red light helps the
growth of large, dense buds. (Of course, if a cultivator is
growing cannabis for a product that doesn’t need photogenic buds [for example, concentrates or edibles] then
the absence of red light is not of consequence.) Silver
State found that flowers given a “No Red” light treatment
in the final three days of production showed an increase
in terpenes with almost no effect on the final cannabinoid content.
But in a macro sense, different genetics simply react differently to LEDs versus HIDs. Hopper said his grow rooms
with a “checkerboard” pattern of the two types of lights
are good for the strains Bio-Diesel and Pineapple Express,
while doing better in the all-LED rooms are, among others,
White Widow, J1, and Durban Poison.
Haffly has his own lists of which strains do well under
LEDs (Sour Candy, Jelly Sherbet, Blue Dream, as well as all
Punch and Platinum genetics) and those that don’t (Super
Silver Sour). But for the latter category, he notes, it may be
less a matter of plants reacting poorly to LEDs than those
plants needing different environmental parameters (for
example, temperature, CO2 levels, and concentration of
nutrients) while under LEDs.

Lighting the Path Forward
I expect over time the cost of LED lighting fi xtures will
continue to drop and, based on theoretical considerations, there is room for them to improve dramatically in efficiency. In short, LEDs are here to stay and I expect them to capture the lion’s share of the market in
the not too distant future. But I expect these fi xtures
may evolve into more than just a light; we may be able
to establish a fully-sensored lighting platform. What has
me, and others, excited about LEDs is how they can be
integrated into the grow rooms of the future. Imagine a
set-up in which the lighting, irrigation, and climate control are networked with these fi xtures that can also host
tiny cameras and sensors surveilling every plant for wilting, foxtailing, mildew, pests, and other signs of distress. With everything connected, an alert can trigger
an immediate and appropriate response by the cultivation system as a whole. With enough computing horsepower, such a platform can use the collected data to be
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predictive, enacting proactive solutions rather than reactive fi xes.
Specific to lighting, LEDs will be finely tuned to direct
cannabinoid profiles, with the goals of delivering consistent results harvest after harvest or bringing out compounds subtler than tetrahydrocannabinol (THC).
In my estimation, the time to switch to LEDs is now. If
you are operating a facility, start by purchasing a few fixtures for one room and learn how to grow with them before embarking on a total conversion of your facility. Education is key, understand you will have to modify your
environmental parameters: temperature, humidity, nutrient concentration, and watering rate. You may even want
to change the strains you grow to optimize your production under LED lighting. In the end, this will result in energy savings and higher yields of more potency that will help
your bottom-line grow.
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Right From the Grow: A Look at Sampling
and Sample Preparation Methods of Solid
Cannabis for Analysis
Scientific testing is perceived as a straightforward process that involves grabbing a pinch of a
sample, running it through an instrument, and immediately out comes the exact answer. More
often than not, laboratories are challenged with highly regulated and difficult sample schematics,
sample preparation, extraction, and testing procedures that try to ensure accuracy and precision
of testing. Accuracy in analytical testing starts at the very beginning with sampling and sample
preparation prior to testing. If the initial sample collection and preparation are flawed then the final
answers will be biased. The basis of accuracy of sampling and testing often rests on two inter-related
and fundamental concepts: representative samples and homogeneity. Representative samples are
selected to accurately reflect the larger group and should represent the characteristics of the group
as a whole. Ideally representative samples are homogeneous or similar in nature, but when that is
not possible the best attempts must be made to achieve samples that represent the majority of the
characteristics of the larger grouping.

A

gricultural samples can be some of the most difficult samples in the world to sample, prepare, and
analyze because of their heterogeneous nature and
complex matrices. Luckily for most of the agricultural testing world, the industry is equipped with detailed methods
for operations, collection, and testing. Sampling for a crop
farmer is a defined process of removing samples at designated intervals and testing those samples for the prescribed list
of chemical and biological targets. Unfortunately, the cannabis grower has had limited guidance to refer to for managing
operations, sampling, and testing. There is also difficulty in
the fact that cannabis is a very complex plant.
There have been more than 500 compounds identified in
cannabis (many of which are unique to the Cannabaceae family). The distribution of these compounds is highly dependent on individual strains, the gender of the plant, and the location on the plant (1,2). The distribution and concentration
of these compounds can also be effected by environmental
conditions such as soil, water, and light (1–3). To further complicate the analysis of chemicals in cannabis is the fact that
different amounts of compounds can occur in different locations within the plant. In some cases it has been reported
that higher tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) concentrations are
found in buds located high on the plant as opposed to buds
located lower in the plant (2). Different growing conditions,
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seasons, environmental, and chemical exposure can also alter the chemical composition between growing cycles as
well as the chemical distribution within an individual plant.
In addition to a lack of guidance and a complex heterogeneous nature, there is the added concern that the crop
itself is a commodity of high economic value, which inherently forces the grower to limit the amount of samples submitted for testing while individual states have begun to mandate sampling minimums (4,5). Sampling of cannabis brings
into question how much and what type of sample is enough
to conduct representative sample testing, and what are the
criteria for sample homogeneity. Many sample preparation
and test methods depend on the foundation of representative samples and homogeneity to provide accurate results. If
sampling schematics are not designed to ensure representation and homogeneity of the entire crop through to the final
analytical sample, then the testing will be biased.
The idea of a sample and sampling is commonplace to
most of us. A sample is a small part of something which
represents a larger whole or grouping. We take a sample of
food and judge the taste of the dish based on one bite. We
sample a few notes or bars of a song and decide if we like
the music. Our minds often make an assumption of sameness or homogeneity based on a sample and the perception of the larger whole. We estimate the size of our sample
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Figure 1: Examples of statistical sampling units.

based on our bias and perception.
But what if the perception causes us
to take too small of a sample to get
all the different or heterogeneous elements? What happens when a sample
is taken from a heterogeneous part
and is not representative of the entire
portion or population? Imagine taking
a sample of some spicy chili and your
first and only bite contains a whole hot
pepper! Maybe you should have taken a bigger bite with more than just
that pepper, or maybe you should
have found a different bite to sample.
The concepts of big and little, same
and different are introduced very early in all of our lives. We ask a child to
pick out the big ball and they zero in
on the largest ball in the group. We
ask for the child to find which item in
a set is different and they do. As we
grow older, we start to understand
that big and little, same and different are concepts that depend on focus, perspective, and often purpose.
Those concepts change with our
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reasons for defining them and the potential bias that can be included in the
choices made. It is important to look
at sampling from the grow through to
the laboratory to examine where the
focus and perspective should be to
ensure that cannabis sampling at every stage of the process represents the
whole we are trying to characterize.

Into the Field
The key concepts on the larger scale
or the grow side are: population, sampling frame, and representative samples. A population is the entire possible group of objects that are being
sampled or a subset of those objects.
A sampling frame is a possible source
material taken from the population
where samples will be obtained (Figure 1). So if a single variety of cannabis in a crop of multiple varieties is to
be harvested, then the population can
be seen as the entire crop of all varieties and the sampling frame is all the
harvested plants of a single variety
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or strain. The sampling frame is composed of primary samples which in turn
are composed of sample units. Sample
units are the smallest discrete portions
that are taken to form the whole or part
of a primary sample. For the cannabis
industry, the population or sampling
frame could be as large as an entire
crop, just one variety within an operation, or as small as selected trimmed
buds from specific plants, varieties, or
just areas of growth, depending on the
purpose for the sampling.
There are two basic types of sampling: probability sampling (random)
and nonprobability sampling. Probability sampling is when each unit of a
population or a whole has the same
chance of being selected to make up
a sample and the probability of being selected can be calculated. Nonprobability sampling is when samples
are collected in a process where some
samples are purposely selected and
the selection processes do not give all
the possible samples an equal chance
of selection.
Probability sampling has four primary methods of selection (see Figure 2):
simple random selection; systematic
selection; stratified selection; or cluster selection. Simple random selection
is, by its own title, a random process
which sometimes can use a random
number generator or table to obtain
samples (Figure 2a). Systematic selection uses a collection method where
every nth member (that is, the sampling
interval [κ] of a population or sampling
frame is taken as a sample (Figure 2b).
The sampling interval (κ) selected to
use is dependent on the size of the
population or sampling frame and the
number of samples to be collected. To
calculate the sampling interval (κ); the
total population size (N) is divided by
the targeted sample set size (n) or κ =
N/n. For example, if a grower has 100
plants and wants to have a sample size
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Turning Green into Gold
Building effective and robust cannabis testing solutions
through collaborative development.

Swetha Kaul, PhD
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Cannalysis
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s sweeping legalization brings cannabis out of the shadows, it is shining a spotlight
on the cannabis category in ways that have never been seen before. This is especially
true in California’s massive market, where green is the new gold. The state’s regulatory
landscape remains dynamic, however the cannabis flower as a matrix poses unique analytical
challenges that laboratories have not much encountered. If this budding industry hopes to
meet the high quality and safety standards that “going mainstream” sets, it must put premier
analytical testing methods into practice—and quickly. Cannabis Science and Technology (CST)
sat down with Swetha Kaul, PhD, chief scientific officer, Cannalysis, to learn how Cannalysis,
SCIEX, and Phenomenex have united their analytical sweet spots to help the cannabis testing
market do just that.

CST: How have the changing California
regulations impacted your testing
workflow?
Kaul: The changing California regulations
have been a challenge because there have
been so many iterations. We started off with
the emergency regulations last year, and
then within six months, we had to readopt
emergency regulations. A few months later,
we received the draft of the final regulations,
and in January 2019, we received the final
draft of the final regulations.
So along the way, there were small tweaks
in the testing section that actually had a
significant impact on method development

SPONSORED BY

strategies. For instance, with residual
solvents, we were supposed to pass or fail
analytes based on the limit of detection and
limit of quantitation for Category One, and
then they instituted specific action limits of
1 ppm. This means you need a strategy for
going after a specific analytical method that
can tackle a wide dynamic range. Now, we
have action limits all the way from 1 ppm
to 5,000 ppm, so our strategy was to go
with a dual detector, and we instituted gas
chromatography–flame ionization detector
with a mass spectrometer. That was an
interesting strategy to go with, and it has
been very effective.

TURNING GREEN INTO GOLD

CST: What are the biggest challenges in analytic
method development to meet California’s regulations?
Kaul: The biggest challenge in this industry is sample preparation because the cannabis matrix is just such a dirty matrix
in the sense that there are so many different compounds in
it. We’re talking about a biological compound, so it is difficult
to tackle all the different detections and separate it from all
the matrix effects.
The other challenges are regulatory related. We have to
aim for recoveries of 70–130% for all quality control samples
including matrix spikes. When you don’t know the matrix
effects and you’re trying to achieve such a high recovery, it
makes it a specifically hard challenge.
In addition, some of the pesticides we are going after—
specifically, the chlorinated pesticides—tend to add an
additional challenge because they’re a bit harder to detect with
traditional liquid chromatography triple-quadrupole methods
of mass spectrometry. So, you have to do a slightly different
technique to try to detect them.

CST: How has collaborating with Phenomenex and
SCIEX been particularly helpful in keeping your analytic
needs current and effective?
Kaul: The biggest help from Phenomenex and SCIEX has
been collaborating with analytical experts on both teams.
It’s nice that we have access to chromatography and mass
spectrometry experts at our fingertips. We can collaborate
and discuss experiences from other laboratories and different
industries. A lot of our techniques are based on food industry
testing standards and EPA’s testing standards. So, to be able
to share and discuss all of our shared experiences has been
really helpful.

CST: You have previous experience in pharma. How has
that helped shape your perspective in cannabis testing?
Kaul: Yes, I worked at Allergan for quite a bit of time. The
pharmaceutical industry has deep experience with regulatory processes and navigating high-throughput workflows.
They have the luxury of dealing with a specific API; it is quite
different in this industry because you have a complex, often
dirty matrix with a lot of different compounds. So, we are
able to translate some experience from pharma, but there are
obviously other challenges we still have to overcome.

CST: What other unexpected challenges did you face in
this new analytical testing space?
Kaul: The major challenge has been that since this is such a
new and exciting industry, it’s still in the phase where people

are innovating new products and coming up with all kinds
of matrices.
In our laboratories, we’ve seen everything from bath bombs
and lip balms and bacon infused with CBD to all kinds of pills
and tinctures, as well as lotions and topicals. That has been
a challenge because we’re trying to figure out a good sample
prep that lets you extract all the analytes of interest, but at the
same time is broad enough to cover a wide range of products.
The other challenge has been that we do not have standardized packaging within the industry, and we are starting
to find that certain types of packaging might have an impact
on testing. For instance, the paper that people use in pre-rolls
might have trace amounts of solvents or heavy metals if it’s
printed with some kind of lettering.

CST: What current bottleneck are you finding most
difficult to remove?
Kaul: The biggest bottleneck right now is probably in whatever
is manual. I think every laboratory should be automated or
at least be looking into automation, trying to figure out what
processes in their workflow they can automate because that
is what will give the most efficiency and accuracy.
Unfortunately, there are certain parts of our prep methods
that are still very manual. And one of them is weighing out
samples. The reason for this is that if you’ve ever seen cannabis concentrate or crude extract, it’s extremely sticky. We’re
talking about something that’s 1,000 times more viscous than
honey. It’s really hard to automate weighing out something like
that, so you still need a tech who will get into that and weigh
it manually, which is a big bottleneck.

CST: Looking ahead, what future challenges do you
anticipate, and—more importantly—what strategies
are you using to meet them?
Kaul: The biggest challenge is trying to improve throughput
and run time while also maintaining accuracy. One criticism
of the cannabis-testing lab space is inconsistent results. So,
trying to be on top of your proficiency testing program and
your ISO accreditation while still maintaining the requirement
of high throughput and fast turnaround times is one of the
biggest challenges.
The other issue is ensuring that whatever sample preparation method we’re working on is flexible enough to deal with a
variety of matrices. We don’t want to come up with numerous
types of preps for each product type because that’s going to
be confusing, hard to keep track of, and hard to standardize.
And automation, again, will be one of the biggest strategies
for maximizing those high throughput times.
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Figure 2: Probability sampling methods: (a) Random sampling. (b) Systematic sampling where there is a method where every nth sample
is chosen. (c) Stratified sampling in which samples are grouped and randomly sampled. (d) Cluster sampling is used when the population
is very large and divided up by physical or geographical areas and all units within subset are sampled.

of 20, then they would have to sample
100/20 = 5; or every 5th plant.
The third type of probability sampling is stratified sampling which is
when the population or sampling
frame is divided into subsets or strata. This type of sampling can be used
to differentiate between samples of
different types such as different species or varieties within one population. Once the strata are established
then another random selection process is used to select samples (Figure
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2c). The final type of probability sampling is cluster sampling where physical areas or geography are designated into clusters that are then sampled.
Cluster sampling is best used when
there is an extremely large population,
such as a national forest or a population of a state, which must be examined (Figure 2d). Focusing on reducing the sample frames down to
smaller groups reduces the amount of
time, energy, and money to represent
the target population.
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In contrast to probability sampling, there is nonprobability sampling
where a nonrandom selection process for the purpose of obtaining targeted data or results can intentionally or unintentionally create bias. The
four applicable general types of nonprobability sampling methods that are
most often used for obtaining analytical samples are seen in Figure 3. They
include convenience sampling, consecutive sampling, quota sampling,
and purposive or judgement sampling.
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Figure 3: Nonprobability sampling methods: (a) convenience; (b) consecutive; (c) quota sampling where there are strata but the samples
are not picked randomly; and (d) judgement sampling in which samples selected to be sampled to obtain a certain result or bias, for
example, if plants in the northeast corner had the highest THC content historically, and the grower wanted to establish the highest THC
of the most concentrated plants, then those northeast plants would be targeted for sampling.
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Convenience sampling means that the
sampler takes samples with easy access (Figure 3a). Convenience sampling is easy, cost effective, and fast
but it can produce bias by under-representing the overall population. Similar to convenience sampling is consecutive sampling, where the samples are
selected consecutively within or between units (Figure 3b), and in a typical crop, selection setting is essentially the same as convenience selection.
Quota sampling is similar to stratified
sampling by dividing into strata, but
the selection is not random (Figure 3c).
Finally, there is judgement or purposive sampling where the sample is chosen based on what the sampler or researcher thinks is needed for the study.

This technique is used for research in a
small group or field to create a specific
population and is biased to the selected purpose. For example, if a grower wants to know the highest concentration of THC found in his crops, and
the grower knows that a certain area of
the crop, or certain parts of the plants,
have traditionally the highest THC concentration because of variety, environment, water access, and other conditions, then sampling of only those
areas have a purpose to create data on
the population of the plants with the
highest THC concentration (Figure 3d).
Each method of sampling we have
examined so far has both advantages and disadvantages. There are places for each type of sampling method
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and the choice of sampling method
often comes down to purpose and intent. In some cases, different methods
of sampling may be combined at different points in a process to achieve
either an overall representative sample, or a sample with a specific purpose and intent. Most commercial agricultural operations do not perform
sample collection for testing directly from the field but wait until harvest
to partition and sample their batches
or lots. The methods for post-harvest
sampling remain the same as pre-harvest sampling, just some of the terminology changes. Instead of defining
population and sampling frame, there
is a harvest of all or portions of a crop.
That harvest yields bulk material to be
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standards are rigorously tested and
manufactured under ISO 9001,
ISO 17025 and Guide 34 certifications.
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maximize accuracy.
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a bulk testing sample. The laboratory samples can either be processed at
this point—or extracted, ground, and
so forth, depending on final testing—
and purpose or the material can be further subdivided, processed, and sampled for individual analytical samples,
such as portions and aliquots. In each
step where there is further subdivision
of the material, an appropriate sampling method must be used to try and
achieve the homogeneous representative sample of the lot.

Figure 4: Sample divisions for analytical testing.

processed either at one time or in separate manufacturing events.
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) defines a batch as a specific
quantity of a material that is intended
to have uniform character and quality produced during a single manufacturing cycle (6). The California Department of Food and Agriculture’s
Cannabis Cultivation Branch defines a
cannabis batch as “a specifically identified quantity of dried flower or trim,
leaves, and other cannabis plant matter that is uniform in strain, harvested
in whole, or in part, at the same time,
and, if applicable, cultivated using the
same pesticides and other agricultural chemicals” (7). A lot is a very similar
and somewhat interchangeable term
which is defined by the FDA as a batch
or specific portion of a batch that has
uniform character and quality produced by a continuous process within
a unit of time of quantity that assures
having uniform character and quantity
(6). However, in Oregon, the terms of
batch and lot are reversed in which the
batch can be a defined portion of a lot
and there are designations between a
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harvest lot and a process lot. A harvest
lot is “a specifically identified quantity of marijuana that is cultivated utilizing the same growing practices, harvested within a 72-hour period at the
same location and cured under uniform conditions.” A batch is a quantity from a lot (4).
In the harvest and processing of
cannabis material, the samples are no
longer grouped by which plant is sampled or area is sampled, but by which
parts of the harvested and processed
materials are sampled and the method
by which the samples and units are selected. The same methods of sampling
still apply, for example, if systematic
sampling is used—instead of sampling
every 5th plant, every fifth container of
harvested buds has to be sampled, or
every 5th bud processed is taken, depending on the sampling plan design.
Once the lot is sent for testing, the
material is subdivided many times according to the laboratory or state
regulations to create representative
samples for testing (Figure 4). Primary samples can be taken from the lot
and composited together to create
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Laboratory or analytical samples
must be processed into a form that allows for analytical, instrumental, and
chemical testing. Most of the time,
this process involves grinding the
samples for homogeneity and extraction into a suitable matrix for analysis.
At each subdivision of material, the
samples get smaller and smaller until
by the final step only a small amount
of material is actually tested. This fact
raises the questions of how much and
what type of sample is enough to
conduct representative sample testing, and what are the criteria for sample homogeneity. It can be difficult in
the cannabis industry to determine if
what is thought to be representative
by the state regulations actually fits
the bill scientifically for accurate results. In the January/February 2019
issue of Cannabis Science and Technology, Dr. Brian C. Smith warned
of representative samples and testing that, while some states dictate
minimum representative samples for
analysis, that does not mean that the
number is analytically sufficient for
accurate results (8). If sampling schematics are not designed to ensure
scientifically valid sample representation and homogeneity of the lot, then
the end testing will be biased.
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Sample Material Processing
Challenges for Cannabis
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Table I: Effect of particle size on amount of material needed to ensure various uncertainty levels for representative sample (9)

5 mm

15%

10%

5%

1%

56

125

500
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2 mm

4

8
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400

1 mm

0.4

1

4

100

0.5 mm

0.1

0.1

0.5

12.5

An important issue in sample preparation methods for cannabis is homogeneity. By its very nature, dried plant
material is not particularly homogeneous. In sampling methods, where the
sample being tested is a high-value
commodity, sample size matters, and
laboratories are often tasked with preparing smaller samples to meet all the
testing demands. Small samples, however, increase potential bias and error
unless it can be reasonably assured
that the samples are homogeneous.
The most common method for obtaining a homogeneous sample is
grinding or comminution. Grinding
samples has many benefits for sample preparation since it increases homogeneity, increases surface area,
and decreases particle size, which improve extraction efficiency. Grinding
samples also allows for a reduced sample size to increase accuracy and decrease uncertainty. In a study by Thiex
and colleagues, it was shown that the
smaller the particle size, the less sample was needed to achieve a lower
amount of uncertainty in a sample (9).
A particle size of 5 mm is about the size
of a pencil eraser. If a particular laboratory needed to have results within
5% uncertainty, they would have to use
500 g of material for testing. But, if the
laboratory reduced the particle size to
less than 0.5 mm (the size of a fine point
pen tip), the amount of sample needed
to ensure 5% uncertainty would drop
to less than 0.5 g (Table I) (9).
The grinding of cannabis plants
and products produce a fair amount
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of challenges in regards to the physical state and efficient grinding. The
plants are very fibrous and resist
methods that use cutting or they may
clog filters and screens. The bud material contains high amounts of waxes and oils which would stick to grinding media. Cannabis edibles could
also be sticky and have difficulty in
most grinding apparatus. The moisture content can vary greatly with the
type of product as would its melting
or softening temperature.
The glass state of a material or the
glass-transition temperature (Tg) is
the range of temperatures over which
amorphous materials or semi-crystalline materials transition from a viscous
or rubbery state to a hard and brittle
glassy state. The process of a viscous
liquid or semi-solid transitioning to a
glass state through super cooling is often referred to as vitrification. Moisture
level in products affects a material’s
glass-transition temperature. Tg decreases with increased moisture levels. A study of food products including cassia showed that water in the
food had a plasticizing effect, which
resulted in needing lower temperatures to achieve the glass-transition
temperature in food items with higher
water content (10,11). In cannabis products with high moisture content, it becomes especially important to negate
the effect of the moisture to ensure efficient grinding.
The second area where cryogenic applications to sample preparation can aid in laboratory analysis is
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in the stability of materials and the retention of important labile or volatile
compounds or elemental species. As
has been discussed previously, cannabis products have a multitude of volatile compounds that must be retained
during sample processing. The approach to the sample preparation and
grinding of cannabis should mimic another similarly economically valuable
group of products—spices. Spices are
full of the same highly aromatic compounds as cannabis (terpenes, volatile
oils) which contribute to taste, aroma,
and medicinal attributes. Some spices
and cannabis can be degraded by high
temperatures and oxidation. In ambient temperature spice grinding processes, heat and energy are generated, which can raise the temperature of
spices to almost 100 °C and cause loss
of critical aromatic components (12).
Studies of ground spices showed
that spices ground under cryogenic grinding conditions contained almost 40% more volatile compounds
and essential oils than ambient grinding (13). The low temperatures prohibited the breakdown of volatile compounds. In one study, it was found that
grinding black pepper under cryogenic conditions showed better retention
of monoterpenes (myrcene, limonene,
and pinene) than grinding at ambient
temperature. These monoterpenes
are the same primary monoterpenes
in many cannabis varieties (14,15). Cryogenic grinding reduces compound
loss and the vaporization of the liquid
nitrogen creates an inert environment
to reduce oxidation (6). In addition, the
extreme low temperatures generated by solutions, such as liquid nitrogen, solidified the fats and oils, allowing for a more finely ground sample of
consistent particle size with increased
surface area allowing for better extraction and increased homogeneity during further sample processing.
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Another group of compounds that can be damaged
by heat and oxidation are pesticides. While most growers
would be happy that pesticides were degraded during sample preparation and analysis, the practice of good science
cannot allow critical areas of analysis to be damaged by sample processing. Many pesticides that are commonly used
and monitored for cannabis analysis are easily degraded by
high temperatures and oxidation. In cases where potentially important compounds (that is, terpenes, THC, volatile oils,
or pesticides) could be lost to processing, it becomes necessary to be able to prevent the loss and calculate for the loss
by using standards.

Conclusion
Everything about the new cannabis industry is challenging from the actual structure and chemistry of the plant itself down to how samples are chosen and transported for
testing. Despite all the complexity, the approach to sample collection, processing, and testing still must remain
along the same lines as other similarly complex agricultural products (such as hops and spices). The rational for
sampling, processing, grinding, extraction, and testing of
these similar products can be used as a roadmap for the
cannabis sampling and processing methods. The simplistic early sampling approaches of just grabbing a sample for
the laboratory must be discarded in favor of good science.
Good science can be difficult to achieve in an industry
faced with uncertainties and lack of validated methodologies for a complex and valuable commodity. Sometimes
the pursuit of a good scientific result (or adequate samples
for representative sampling, sample volumes for homogeneity, and quality certified reference materials and standards) is hindered by physical, legal, and economic stumbling blocks which seem to fight against good science.
Accurate sample analysis starts with the two fundamental concepts of representative samples and homogeneity. In the end, the development of sampling plans—sample preparation methods that understand the importance
of these concepts—will ultimately be the most important
step in achieving good analyses.
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Cannabis Crosssroads

Hemp Science Takes Root at
Morgan State University
In this installment of “Cannabis Crossroads,” we take a closer look at the hemp revolution, and
more specifically, academic hemp research. Here Dr. Jiangnan Peng, Assistant Professor in the
Department of Chemistry at Morgan State University, discusses the pioneering efforts in hemp
information sharing going on at Morgan State.
Joshua Crossney

CANNABIS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

the 2018 Farm Bill was introduced
and passed.
Can you describe what makes the
2018 Farm Bill and the cultivation of
hemp so important to the U.S.?
Dr. Jiangnan Peng: Hemp is a miracle economic plant that can produce a wide variety of products,
from textiles and building materials,
food and health products to industrial products such as fuel. However, the 1937 Marihuana Tax Act and
the 1970 Controlled Substances Act
banned the production of hemp in
the U.S. The 2018 Farm Bill could
unleash a hemp renaissance in the
coming years. Some analysts estimate that hemp could grow into a
$20 billion industry by 2022. It benefi ts our farmers and entrepreneurs.
It also benefi ts the public, not only
by providing a large number of jobs,
but also by producing various new
products, which may include construction material made from hemp,
cosmetic products containing hemp
ingredients, biofuel from hemp, and
new medical applications for the
treatment of unmet diseases. These
products may have significant impact on our daily life. In addition,
hemp is an environmentally friendly and sustainable crop.
How important is hemp research,
and where do you see research
advances in the coming years?
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Any comments on some of the
challenges that we will need to
overcome?
Peng: The enormous opportunities
in hemp research is in the field of
new biomedical application, nutrition, material, and biofuel. The success of hemp renaissance depends
on the breakthrough of research in
these fields to provide better costeffective products. In the coming years, new seeds and strains of
hemp will be bred to provide better
yield in cannabidiol (CBD), oil, protein, fi ber, and biomass. Many bioactivities, which may be used for
the treatment of diseases or improve health conditions, will be discovered. Technologies to remove
or totally block the biosynthesis of
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and
generate strains totally free of THC
will be needed.
What excites you most about the
future of hemp science?
Peng: More than 600 compounds
have been identified from hemp, including the cannabinoids, terpenes, flavonoids, and so on. However, most of these compounds have
not been properly characterized for
their biological activities. The cannabis plant could be called a “neglected pharmacological treasure
trove.” In June 2018, the first CBD
prescription drug, Epidiolex, was
approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
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n this installment of “Cannabis
Crossroads,” we take a closer
look at the hemp revolution, and
more specifically, academic hemp
research. I had the honor of interviewing Dr. Jiangnan Peng, Assistant Professor in the Department
of Chemistry at Morgan State University (MSU). MSU is pioneering efforts in hemp information sharing.
Hemp requires minimal care and
grows in most climates, whereas
medical cannabis is nurtured in a
much more controlled environment.
Additionally, hemp applications
span from paper, textiles, clothing,
biodegradable plastics, body care
products, paint, insulation, biofuel, food, semiconductors, and automobile parts to animal feed. In fact,
hemp seeds, bast fi bers (fi bers that
may be stronger than steel), and
hurds (soft inner core material) are
proposed to have more than 25,000
applications (1).
There seem to be many opinions
related to hemp, but almost everybody agrees that hemp has the potential to become a massive market within the next few years. Hemp
is vastly different from medical or
recreational cannabis in terms of
its cultivation and application. Despite these differences, there has
been much confusion and many
misunderstandings which resulted in hemp being grouped with all
cannabis as a Schedule I Drug until
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biomedical applications of hemp;
development of methods for better quality control; better agriculture; better production of fine products; and biofuel production. Third
is the service program. MSU is applying for a pilot research program
to collaborate with Maryland farmers to grow hemp. Lastly, in collaboration with Shimadzu, we will build
up a platform to analyze hemp and
related products, and provide assessment service to the Maryland
hemp industry.

laboratory at Morgan State University.

Administration (FDA) for the treatment of two rare types of epilepsy.
More applications of CBD and other components from hemp and cannabis for the treatment of different
diseases are under investigation in
clinical trials. As a medicinal chemist, I am most amazed and excited
about the diverse bioactivities and
the potential medical use of those
types of compounds from hemp. I
am very optimistic that more applications of CBD and THC containing
new drugs derived from hemp will
be approved by the FDA.
You will be speaking about the
hemp industry and opportunities
for science programs at the 2019
Cannabis
Science
Conference
(April 9–10). Can you share with us
a little teaser of what you will be
presenting?
Peng: We have seen great opportunity and potential of industrial hemp. However, there are many
challenges to boost the hemp industry to a tens or even hundreds
of billions of dollars industry with
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sustainable development. My presentation will focus on the scientific challenges, which deal with the
quality control, medical and health
protection applications, optimization of seeds and agriculture conditions, fine product production, and
potential biofuel production, and
so on.
MSU is championing information
sharing related to the hemp
industry. Is there anything that
you would like to add regarding
MSU and any future plans for hemp
science advancement?
Peng: MSU plans to facilitate the industrial hemp economy in Maryland
in three aspects. First are the educational programs. MSU will develop interdisciplinary academic hemp
training programs at several levels—
bachelor, master, and certification
programs—in the areas of medicinal
plant science, chemical analysis, nutrition, and entrepreneurship. Second is the MSU research program.
Our research plan includes the discovery and development of new
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Figure 1: Dr. Jiangnan Peng, Assistant Professor in the Department of Chemistry, in his

Conclusion
Thank you to Dr. Peng. We look forward to your presentation, as well as
Dr. Willie May’s also of MSU, at the
2019 Cannabis Science Conference
in Baltimore on April 9th and 10th!
Dr. Jiagnan Peng will be giving
a talk entitled, “Challenges and
Opportunities Towards Revitalization of Industrial Hemp—Scientific Perspectives” on Wednesday,
April 10th at 9:50 a.m. in the Analytical Session. Dr. Willie May will
give the keynote address entitled,
“Facilitating an Industrial Hemp
Economy Within the State of Maryland” just prior to Dr. Peng’s presentation at 9 a.m.
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Making Sense of Cannabis Strains Through
Chemometrics in Review
The cannabis industry is constrained by the continued use of acronyms and nonstandard abbreviations
for strain naming in lieu of a scientific-based standardized classification convention or lexicon.
The rapidly expanding industry is evolving towards an evidence-based model of medicine where
cannabis cultivars’ chemical and genotypic profiles can be correlated with sensory perception and
pharmacological activities using multivariate analysis. Applying chemometric tools can result in not
only the authentication of a given cannabis cultivar but also provide a quality control mechanism for
both cannabis flower and any resulting cannabis-based drugs. Using chemometrics on cannabinoid
and terpenoid expression data to segregate accessions into clusters provides the initial model
on which to support targeted sequencing based on cosegregation of genetic markers associated
with key agronomical and pharmacological traits. Such authenticated cannabis products command
higher prices at both the wholesale and retail level.

T

he over-proliferation of cannabis strain names following
the establishment of cannabis complicit-states in the U.S.
has led to confusion and resulted in a lack of transparency for the consumer at the dispensary. There are many contributing factors as to why we find ourselves in this current state of
disorganization, but primarily it is a consequence of the covert nature of the industry for the past 70 years where amateur
plant breeders have been busy at work creating undocumented hybrid strain heritage resulting in a largely indefensible
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distinction between indica and sativa even though the vast
majority of cannabis sold in dispensaries still hold on to this insupportable demarcation.
Beyond the vernacular conventions, the genus Cannabis
harbors immense genetic diversity that is thought to segregate into four main gene pools (Figure 1): Narrow Leaf (European) Hemp (NLH; C. sativa sativa), Broad Leaf (Chinese) Hemp
(BLH; C. sativa chinensis), Narrow Leaf Drug-type (NLD; C. sativa indica), and Broad Leaf Drug-type (BLD; C. sativa afghanica).
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Figure 1: Map of the geographical distribution of the cannabis gene pools. Boxed labels indicate area of origin from which the cannabis plant spread alongside humanity.
North American drug-type varieties (MJ) are likely stabilized poly-hybrids of BLD (C. sativa afghanica) and NLD (C. sativa indica).

Support for this proposed clustering
into sub-species has recently gained
support from investigations using genetic markers suitable for within species
comparison, such as single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) (1–4) and microsatellites or simple sequence repeats
(SSRs) (5). Such endeavours have yielded some congruent patterns, but in a
general sense, all authors agree on the
fact that cannabis strains found in the
current medical and recreational markets in North America (referred to hereon as MJ strains) are extensive hybridized plants (four-way poly-hybrids) with
NLD and BLD ancestry and with high
cannabidiol (CBD) varieties incorporating some portion of the pool of the European or Chinese hemp or novel mutants in cannabinoid synthesis pathways.
Further complications caused by
the black-market of cannabis breeding over the past century has caused
much speculation as to the origins of
particular traits (such as the origin of minor cannabinoids, for example, cannabichromene [CBC], tetrahydrocannabivarin [THCV], and cannabidivarin [CBDV]).
Of particular note, accessions of divergent origins may display similar traits as
a result of intense selective pressures imposed by cultivators. One such example
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is the fact that modern drug-type cannabis has accumulated multiple copies
of the tetrahydrocannabinolic acid synthase (THCAS) gene, thus potentially responsible for the increasing expression
of THC in commercial cannabis accessions compared to heirloom varieties (6).
North American cannabis strain naming is in need of adoption of a structured
classification scheme based on horticultural and agronomic standards. The
cannabis industry is being constrained
by the lack of a scientific-based standardized classification convention and
the continued use of acronyms and nonstandard abbreviations. The ramifications include a lack of quality control of
product, a hit and miss process based
on the sophistication of the entity and
specific state regulations, and enforcement of those regulations. Therefore,
the cannabis consumer patient often times has no real idea of the composition, consistency, or comparability
of the cannabis product that they purchase. In today’s sophisticated world,
the persistence of the current vernacular nomenclature combined with classifying cannabis chemovars as sativa or
indica is scientifically indefensible based
on peer-reviewed findings (1).
In these scientific times, exceptional
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investigative data analytic tools are
available to bring definition to cannabis strains and clear the way to provide
meaningful enlightenment including
the basis for intellectual property. The
rapidly expanding acceptance of legal
cannabis in the U.S. on a state-by-state
basis and the current Canadian-wide legal pot industry has seen new serious
scientific attention drawn to address
this flagrant deception at the consumer level. Data analytic tools include high
resolution mass spectrometry to determine the chemical profile of cannabis
strains, principle component analysis
(PCA) to analyze the data (7,8), and genotyping to identify unique SNPs associated with the particular chemical profile
of a given cannabis cultivar and coming
soon, sensory profiling (9).
The opportunity now exists to connect the human experience of sensory
perception via our olfactory receptors
with the quantifiable chemical phenotype of individual cannabis cultivars
from analytical chemical analysis and
as verified through genotyping and to
one day arrive at an identifiable physiological endpoint. As Mendocino County, California seeks to establish cannabis
appellations based on soil and microclimate in the same vein of viniculture (10),
it is imperative today to apply validated
scientific principles to assign a standard
lexicon with concise descriptors. It will
no longer be enough to apply only one
descriptor to identify a cannabis cultivar;
chemical analysis combined with genotyping and human smell will complete
the denomination and eliminate misconceptions and worse, consumer fraud.
The rapidly expanding world cannabis market, which is growing at a much
faster pace than the state-by-state
adoption in the U.S., should be motivation for cannabis cultivators to adopt a
uniform cannabis classification. As U.S.
states are starting up cannabis programs one-by-one with little cooperation or standardization, entire countries
are doing so with economic efficiency
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at the same pace. Globally, about 2.25%
of the population consumes cannabis.
Both medical and recreational cannabis make up a multibillion-dollar global industry. Lawful medical cannabis
programs have already been implemented in Canada, Mexico, the United
Kingdom, the Netherlands, Australia,
Germany, Italy, Israel, Poland, the Czech
Republic, Spain, Greece, Colombia,
Uruguay, Peru, South Africa, and many
other countries in quick pursuit regardless of global drug policy, which the
World Health Organization is poised to
re-evaluate in 2018.

Why Do We Need This?
The main barrier to the adoption of a
new cannabis nomenclature will be
changing human behavior, given that
cannabis variants have been introduced, named, and hybridized at will
until now. The motivating event for
adoption of a new nomenclature will
occur in Canada and California, where
legal, regulated cannabis came online in 2018. California will be the largest cannabis recreational market in the
biggest agricultural economy in the
United States, and Canada is already
a global cannabis exporter. Cannabis
cultivation will rapidly mature and a
cannabis registry will be one important
part of that process as the industry rapidly evolves toward big agriculture versus boutique cannabis growers; in both
instances, cannabis cultivar authentication will be key to success, and an important means of keeping market share.
An added value of having authenticated raw cannabis material is to help
progress our understanding of the
medical benefits of a particular cannabis chemotype, with the ultimate goal
of correlating chemotypes with specific pharmacological outcomes. Ultimately it will not be the cultivar name
that will be sought out, but the chemoprofile it produces, and the sensory perception that it elicits, at which
point cultivars sharing the same
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chemoprofile could be combined prior to extraction and formulation.

The Approach and Challenge
Regulators should institute broader chemical profiling, genotyping, and
mandatory cannabis cultivar registration with specific criteria required prior
to ever growing the cultivar. Currently,
only Nevada and Massachusetts require
terpenoid analysis on every cannabis
sample. Further confounding the situation for the recreational cannabis consumer and medical marijuana patient is
the sole reliance placed on tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) content to establish
the inherent value of flower, rather than
taking the entirety of the pharmacologically active chemoprofile of the plant
into account. Both state regulators and
cannabis testing laboratories can help
relieve the growing uncertainty. And
those cannabis testing laboratories that
go beyond simply quantifying cannabinoid potency and quality assurance are
in a unique position to demystify cannabis strains through expanded chemometrics, genotyping, and consumer education. Both approaches are aimed to
give cannabis consumers more confidence in what they are purchasing. On
the upside, findings indicate that cannabis consumers are willing to pay a premium for genotyped, authenticated flower.
Although considerable chemoprofiling data have been gathered by various cannabis laboratories and groups,
because of the lack of standardization
in analytical methods used to collect
chemoprofile data, one can never be
fully confident with cross analyses. Likewise, because of nonstandardized sequencing approaches in genotyping,
not all genetic sequence data are comparable. Standardization of analytical
methodologies is urgent.

What is Chemometrics?
Chemometrics is the use of statistical
and mathematical methods to improve
our understanding of chemical data (11).
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For the statistical analysis of chemical
data, one often looks at multiple variable inputs (chemical components) and
their interaction. Classic model assumptions are often not fulfilled by chemical data, for instance there will be less
observations than variables, or correlations between the variables occur. For
this purpose, multivariate data analysis, which is the simultaneous observation of more than one characteristic for
a set of data, is particularly interesting
and well suited for exploratory analyses
to interpret patterns in the data and develop models. These models can then
be routinely applied to future data to
predict the same parameters of interest
whether it is to discriminate the analysis
of edible oils and fats by fourier transform-infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy (12)
or to detect the adulteration of virgin olive oil using mid-IR spectral chemometric data (13), the models are applicable
to data obtained from any of a number
of analytical instruments.
Classical Applications
of Chemometrics
Principal component analyses (PCA) is
one of the most common and simplest
means to reduce information from
multiple variables (for example, cannabinoid and terpenoid profiles) into
synthetic variables (principal components) that summarize and encompass
the variation and explains a certain
percentage of the observed patterns.
Cluster analysis (CA) provides another
classic means to separate samples into
groups that share a common property. These popular methods have been
applied to clinical data for disease diagnostic (14), as an efficient and powerful tool for quality control and authentication of different herbs (15), the
identification of the origin of consumer goods (16), and the classification of
cannabis cultivars into chemovars (17).
To take it one step further, one could
model the observed clustering or
structure based on chemical profiles
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to derive stable methods of naming
taxonomic or pharmacological groups.
Chemometrics has been applied
for the past two decades for many diverse purposes including the classification of river water samples in Poland
for pollution monitoring (18), to identifying adulterants in freeze dried coffee (19), and to identify the authenticity
of food based on quality attributes (20).
The application of chemometrics to cannabis has been a natural extension. Because chemical constituents can vary
for any crop group depending on growing environment, harvest time, and subsequent drying and curing conditions,
it seems reasonable to apply any of a
number of analytical techniques available. Those techniques include high
performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) coupled to mass spectrometry

(MS) and gas chromatography (GC) coupled to MS, which can be used to establish the profile of cannabis-based chemicals through chemotyping to assure
the repeatability and quality of pharmacologically active compounds in a given formulation. The concept of equivalence in herbal formulations was started
in Germany (21) to establish clinically
proven reference material.
Chemometrics
Applied to Cannabis Breeding
Classical approaches to breeding are
based on the selection of particular
traits of interest in a large set of germplasm. The objectivity of the selection
pressure exerted by plant breeders
will depend on the techniques available to decipher cryptic traits. Chemical expression is temporarily cryptic for

volatile compounds, such as terpenoids,
and permanently cryptic in the case of
cannabinoids that do not have perceivable odors. As such, the ability to detect
particular molecules at early stages has
the potential to speed up breeding efforts and reduce financial burden of extensive breeding experiments.
A prime example of a targeted
breeding effort in cannabis was undertaken by Napro Research (22).
Starting from a foundational breeding program developed by Ryan Lee,
and using only conventional breeding techniques, the team selected from thousands of individuals
plants and from a large set of varieties to develop high terpenoid and
resin producing lines. These plants
were initially screened for cannabinoids and terpenoids, and about 20
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varieties of interest were thus selected for particular breeding goals, including rare traits and high, or interesting essential oil production. Using
scaled metrics, the authors prioritized breeding pairs and followed
the offspring through several generations to stabilize the traits of interest. They were the first to demonstrate the ability to produce cannabis
accessions with divergent cannabinoids chemotypes with type I, II, and
III plants expressing identical terpenoid profiles. The ability to modulate
cannabinoid ratios while maintaining
stable essential oil production offers
many promises for both the medical
and recreational markets. This information was further refined into color
coded archetypes based on the full
chemical profile of each variety and
can be found online (47).

Application of Chemometrics
to Cannabis Everyday
Besides the hopes to accelerate targeted breeding programs, insight into the
chemical expression of individual cannabis varieties offers great promise to
reach a consensus in terms of product
nomenclature. Categorizing and naming biodiversity is an artificial agreement
humanity has decided upon, using objective metrics such as chemical profiles
that provide a repeatable means to classify organisms below the species level.
As large state- or nation-wide datasets containing chemical information of
cannabis varieties from a large number
of cultivators emerge, so does our capacity to synthesize this information into
statistically supported groups. At the
consumer level, this will translate into
a meaningful system relying on multiple lines of evidence such as genetic lineage and chemical expression of terpenoids with given pharmacological
properties that will help guide the end
user and the medical professional towards an enhanced understanding of
the cause-effect relationship between
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chemical profile and intended pharmacological effects.
Basis for Proprietariness
Assigning a chemoprofile and associated genotype to a cannabis cultivar
would enhance the value of that cultivar
and enable the ability with genotyping
to acquire proprietary status through
cultivar registration, trademarking, and
patenting. In that vein, a number of utility patent applications have been filed
with regards to specialty cannabis, their
chemical profile, and processes used to
generate them (23–25). Other plant patent applications have also been filed for
hybrid (26–28) and heirloom (29) varieties, making claims for particular cannabinoid or terpenoid expression profiles, such as the variety Avidekel with a
high amount of CBD (16.3%) and a very
low amount of THC (0.8%).
Besides making for more defensible
intellectual property (IP), having a chemical and genetic fingerprint of a cultivar
would allow for authentication of the
product at any time in the future and
cultivar registration would prevent the
reuse of the same cultivar name. Standardized analytical methods and data analytics are required to routinely characterize the large range of biologically
active secondary metabolites made by
the cannabis plant. Because the chemical profile can be influenced by the
growing conditions and environment, it
is important to also trace unique genetic markers associated with the desired
chemotype. The associated genetic
markers can be acquired from genotyping data and are required for the future
breeding of cultivars specific for pharmacological use, fiber, food, or fuel.

Terpenoids as
Distinguishing Analytes
Since the vast majority of cannabis being grown in the U.S. is drug-type I defined as having a cannabidiolic acid
(CBDA)–tetrahydrocannabinolic acid
(THCA) ratio of <0.5%, various efforts
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have been underway to make sense of
cannabis strain names through the use
of data analytics on broader cannabis
flower chemoprofiles. It turns out that
cannabis terpenoids not only imbue
pharmacologically important attributes, but uniquely provide a basis for a
secondary nomenclature after established cannabinoid content. We, and
others, have shown that while unique
terpenoid chemoprofile patterns exist
and can be assigned to a cannabis cultivar, the absolute amounts of any given terpenoid can be influenced by genetic, epigenetics, environmental, and
cultivation factors (30–33).
Terpenes, or more accurately terpenoids, contribute the aromatic properties of cannabis and essential oils from
many other plant species. The particular terpenoids associated with any given
plant species turns out to be fairly specific; for example, limonene in lemons,
beta-myrcene in mangoes, and so on.
In cannabis, there is a range of potential
terpenoids based on the genetics and
expression profiles of a given cannabis
cultivar. Terpenoids can also modulate
the medicinal or recreational attributes
of a given cannabis cultivar.
State-mandated cannabis testing
regulations have resulted in a large database from the analysis of thousands
of individual cannabis flower samples
from artificially restricted geographical regions including terpenoids. The
resulting detailed chemical database
can serve as the basis for the development of a chemotaxonomic classification scheme outside of conjectural cultivar naming by strain. Of the roughly 140
identified terpenoids in cannabis, there
seems to be consensus in the literature
that between 17 to 19 are the most useful in defining a cannabis chemotype
(34–36) and perhaps as few as three
(33,37). Terpenoid content in the cured
flower can range from 0.5% to 3% (36).
The obsession surrounding cannabinoids, in particular THC and CBD content fueled by growers and consumers
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alike, has overshadowed the importance of the terpenoid profile and content in specific cannabis cultivars. Today
we know that terpenoids can be used to
distinguish cannabis cultivars (17,33,37–
40). Terpenoids demonstrate effects on
the brain at very low ambient air levels in
animal studies (41) and it is conjectured
that terpenoids contained in cannabis
also contribute to pharmacological activity as part of the entourage effect.
Broader chemotaxonomic classification schemes for cannabis cultivars
have been reported based largely on
cannabis strains grown in restricted
geographic regions, such as in California under an unregulated testing environment (36) or in the Netherlands
from strains grown by a single grower or collected from multiple commercial sources (17). In the only large-scale

study, 2237 individual cannabis flower
samples, representing 204 individual
strains across 27 cultivators in a tightly regulated Nevada cannabis testing
market, were analyzed across 11 cannabinoids and 19 terpenoids (32). Even
though 98.3% of the samples were
from drug type I cannabis strains by
CBDA–THCA ratio of <0.5%, PCA of
the combined terpenoid and cannabinoid dataset resulted in three distinct
clusters that were distinguishable by
terpene profiles alone, suggesting
that just three terpenoid cluster assignments account for the diversity of
drug-type cannabis strains currently
being grown in Nevada (Figure 1). The
inclusion of cannabinoid chemoprofile
data did not add any further resolution beyond the three terpenoid clusters (Figure 2).
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Terpenoid Clustering
In a previously published large-scale
Nevada PCA study (33), the combined
dataset resulted in three clusters distinguishable by terpene profiles alone (Figure 2) where cannabinoid content was
of no distinguishing value (see Figure
3). Just three to five terpenoids—betamyrcene, beta-caryophyllene, limonene,
terpinolene, and gamma terpinene—
were able to discriminate, which strongly suggests that a further delineation
could be made based on the mandatory analysis of just three to five terpenoids by all independent cannabis testing laboratories (33). Importantly, when
focusing on individual cultivars by name,
such as Gorilla Glue #4 or Golden Goat,
across studies, similar trends in chemoprofiles persist. Here we propose a further delineation of drug type I into the
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Figure 2: Terpenoid chemovar clusters.

Figure 3: Cannabinoid and terpenoid clustering.

three subtypes based on limited terpene chemoprofiling:
• Type IA: beta-myrcene, α-pinene,
limonene, beta-caryophyllene
• Type IB: gamma-terpenine,
terpinolene, ocimene
• Type IC: limonene, beta-myrcene,
beta-caryophyllene, α-pinene (BLDT)
Others have shown that replicately-grown batches of the same cannabis
cultivar produce remarkably consistent
chemoprofiles (36) and that the three
distinct genetic groups of broad leaflet
drug type (BLDT), narrow leaflet drug
type (NLDT), and hemp also show distinct terpenoid profiles overall (3). In the
Nevada study, in an artificially restricted
geographic region, individual cannabis
cultivars remain remarkably consistent
for terpenoid profiles, even across different cultivators, and cluster into one of
the three groups.
It is interesting that for the past 70
plus years of covert cannabis breeding, primarily selecting for high THC
content, the diversity and prevalence
of terpenoids has seemingly been
maintained. Now that the terpene synthase genes and transcriptome have
been described for Cannabis sativa
L., focused marker-assisted breeding
programs will be able to modulate terpenoid content and create cultivars
with standardized terpenoid profiles
with the ratio of CBDA–THCA desired
(42) and start to finally address the
long taxonomically-neglected cannabis plant (43).

CANNABIS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

Future cannabis data analytic studies should take care to start with established stable genetic fingerprints of all
cultivars included with precise note-taking on growth conditions to help understand any inherent future variability in
terpenoid analytical testing data.
There is currently no adopted cannabis classification system based on terpenoid profiles, even though several
scientists have promoted the idea. Furthermore, we now have numerous robust datasets that clearly reveal clustering power within a handful of terpenoids
while the existing vernacular classification system, largely based on the phenotype of the strain, continues to be
heavily promoted by several commercial entities spreading confusion today.

We Only Know What We Know
We can look to established agricultural commodity industries as models to
see how new research findings—such
as elucidating terpene pathways in the
case of cannabis or introduction of pestresistance in the case of wheat—can
easily be incorporated, lead to registration of a new cultivar, and only strengthen the intellectual property position of
specific cultivars. Even though we do
not have a complete assemblage of the
genes involved in what we believe are
the pertinent pathways that contribute
to the pharmacological activities of cannabis, nor do we have a complete picture of the human genetic variants that
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contribute to a therapeutic outcome,
we have a starting point with terpenoids.
Marketing and branding will require a
more reliable experience or therapeutic outcome, and, therefore, tighter controls on authenticating what is actually
being grown and processed.

Targeted SNP Assays
to Mix and Match
Using chemometrics on cannabinoid
and terpenoid expression data to segregate accessions into clusters provides
the initial model on which to base targeted sequencing based on cosegregation of genetic markers associated
with key traits of interest. Correlating
the expression of diagnostic terpenes
with variation at genetic loci thus offers
the opportunity to identify informative
mutations or SNPs in the cannabis genome that are associated with, for example, terpenoid expression (Figure 4)
(4,44). These genetic markers can be assayed in a time and cost-effective manner using several variations of the polymerase chain reaction (PCR), as well as
microfluidic approaches to enable high
throughput genotyping.
A recent example includes 21 informative SNPs associated with terpene expression in cannabis samples from Nevada (Figure 4). The data comes from
more than 2000 samples from 115
strains and 37 cultivators typed at 19
terpenoid and 11 cannabinoids markers (33). The chemotypic data, coupled
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and formulation of cannabis for clinical
trials, leading to patentable drugs that
will eventually find their way to the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
for approval and entry into the lucrative prescription drug market in the U.S.
Now the U.S. has its neighbor, Canada,
not only following in the footsteps of Israel but also legalizing adult use cannabis at the Federal level. U.S. cannabis companies need to play catch up
to gain market share, starting with distinguishing cannabis cultivars from the
staggering number of named cannabis
strains being grown.

BossHog
McGrupp#6

Steps Toward Standardization

BlueDream616
BlueDream

SuperBlueDream618

Figure 4: Principal component analyses based on 21 SNPs identified using the chemometric model based approach described above. The 70 accessions shown were genotyped
using Medicinal Genomics’ Strainseek V2 assay at about 10,000 SNPs, loading extraction
was used to isolate SNPs associated with the most parsimonious chemovar classification
model based on terpene expression, with three major groups including myrcene (red), limonene (blue), and terpinolene (green) dominant accessions. Several strains (7%) are misclassified by the model, and highlight overlaps between the primary terpene classes.

with genome-wide genetic data from
70 accessions was used to constrain the
structure of the dataset for use with the
overfitting discriminant analysis of principal components (DAPC) algorithm described by Henry (2). One can note that
the information contained in the 21 selected SNPs provide a broad means to
classify accession into their respective
groups based on their dominant terpene expression. Seven accessions in
total appear to be misclassified into their
inferred terpene group, five of which
(Cherry Diesel, Helen Back #2, Sour Kush,
Outer Space, and New York Sour Diesel)
are predicted to express terpenes not
typically seen based on the chemotypic data alone. This discrepancy may also
be the result of varying environmental
factors during cultivation, since the data
used was from plants grown in different cultivation locations and not under
a common-garden.
One particular advantage of using the genetic tools as a proxy for the
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above mentioned chemometric approach is that relatively simple equipment can be utilized to type these molecular markers and essentially make it
a method of choice for rapid and costeffective field and laboratory determination of cannabis origin and key agronomical and pharmacological traits.
Quantitative PCR (qPCR) is considered
the gold standard for accurate, sensitive,
and fast quantification of nucleic acid
sequences and has been established
and validated for a broad range of applications including genotyping, pathogen detection, DNA methylation analysis, and other applications. Laboratory
equipment is currently available under
$6000 for a dual channel system (48).

Upside for Cannabis Science
Most of the cannabis-complicit countries regulate cannabis as a medicine.
Israel in particular is at least a decade
ahead of the U.S. in instituting standardization in the cultivation, extraction,
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Cannabis strain authentication entails
both establishing a strain’s chemoprofile, the chemical composition including
cannabinoids and terpenes, if not more,
as well as the genotype of the strain, resulting in a fingerprinted signature. Cannabis testing laboratories are the path
to strain authentication. Strain authentication is an important step toward development of reliable, consistent whole
plant-based medical marijuana and patient consumer confidence, bringing legitimacy to the cannabis industry.
The first step toward standardization
in cannabis strain naming would be to
throw out the current unregulated model and replace it with the horticultural and agronomic convention of cultivar names. For example, the strain Blue
Dream would become Cannabis sativa
cv. Blue Dream. The second step would
be to associate a referenced chemotype and genotype with Cannabis sativa
cv. Blue Dream. The combination of the
Blue Dream cultivar name with its chemotype and referenced genotype would
authenticate it.
All stakeholders need to participate,
from growers to state departments of
agriculture to scientists actively working
in this area. State regulatory agencies
will need to be active participants in creating and overseeing a cannabis registration. There are hopeful signs from the
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Association of Official Seed Certifying
Agencies (AOSCA) with their interest in
forming a varietal hemp working group
in 2018. In Canada, a plant breeders’
rights certificate was granted to a federally licenced producer for a type I cannabis plant for their variety “MR2017002”
(45), adding to the already existing repository for type II hemp varieties currently registered in the country.
As the cannabis industry continues
to grow across the U.S. at a rapid pace,
the competition amongst growers and
producers is also heating up. This competition is reflected in dropping prices at both the wholesale and retail level. There are few options for growers to
regain market share in the flooded retail market space. Growers can either
cut their costs by engaging testing facilities that provide fewer services and
questionable testing results, or they
can choose the high road and distinguish their harvests from their competition through authentication of their
strains. Authenticated cannabis products command higher prices at both the
wholesale and retail level, and the requirement for strain confirmation is an
inevitable regulatory requirement.

consumers. A new simplified vocabulary that links the chemical makeup of a
cannabis cultivar with its olfactory perception could be added to the METRC
barcode so that consumers and state
regulators know exactly what is being
claimed by the cultivator. And verification by specific genotyping would provide the trifecta for cultivar registration.
The latter would prove particularly interesting to implement through blockchain
technologies for integration into seed to
sale tracking programs (46).
Not to be ignored is the sensory perception of the chemical composition of
a particular cannabis cultivar and the
subconscious or conscious olfactory
judgment that is made by the individual cannabis user. We’re just starting to
understand how aroma influences one’s
discrimination of cannabis and the application of statistical techniques to describe that olfactory experience (9). Future studies linking olfactory perception
with chemical profiling, in particular terpenoid profiling, will demonstrate the
level of perception already inherent in
humans. The vast unknown is what physiological cascade of events that odorant
sensation begets.

Resulting Utility

Empowering the Cannabis
Industry, Cultivator,
Regulator, and Consumer

Applying chemometric tools to the authentication and quality control of both
cannabis flower and cannabis-based
drugs can be both efficient and powerful. The efficiency comes from the
ability of any cannabis testing laboratory or state reference laboratory to apply standardized analytical methods to
obtain phytochemical and genotypic
data profiles using more than one analytical method. With the hopeful advent
of mandatory cannabis cultivar authentication, cannabis science can advance
more readily.
Creating a new lexicon for cannabis
cultivars based on scientifically quantifiable values would help to advance
cannabis research and commercial cultivation benefiting both regulators and

CANNABIS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

As the industry rapidly evolves toward
big agriculture versus boutique cannabis growers, cannabis cultivar authentication will be a key to success and
keeping market share in North America. The cannabis industry must continue its evolution towards an evidencebased model of medicine where
cannabis chemical and genotypic profiles need to be correlated with their
pharmacological activities using metabolic profiling with multivariate analysis requiring a reoccurring authentication, that is, a certification requirement
for cultivators to be in the game.
The current self-inflicted confusion
within the U.S. and Canadian cannabis
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industry is an opportunity to demonstrate scientific ingenuity against the
rapidly maturing global cannabis industry, where outdoor growing costs are a
fraction of the indoor energy intensive
grows. Throwing out unnecessary impediments should be a priority, starting with nonstandard strain naming in
favor of the agronomic and horticultural
practice of registered “cultivar” names
based on full genome sequencing,
broad chemometrics, and genotyping
to allow for consistent, reproducibly-effective comparisons across the cannabis industry. This will enable trademarking or patenting of specific cultivars.
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Factors Influencing Yields in Extraction,
Part I: Understanding the Influence of
Starting Material and Performing Extraction
Calculations
At a glance, modern extraction machines can seem a little mysterious: plant material is added to
an extraction chamber, processing parameters are chosen, the extraction process is carried out,
and an output of material is collected. Part I of this series examines the two main biologicallyinherent starting-material influences. These include total mass of material loaded in the extraction
chamber at the start of an extraction and the component makeup of the material with regards to
content of compounds of interest. An extensive review of percent extraction efficiency calculations
is also presented.
Krista Kulczycki and Aaron Godin

A

n extraction’s yield, that is, the amount of components of interest obtained from an extraction’s output,
has three main areas of dependency. Spread across a
three-part series, these will be discussed as follows. Here, in
Part I, we discuss the influence of the starting material, performing extraction calculations and examine the two main biologically-inherent starting-material influences: the total mass
of input feedstock to be extracted and the component makeup of that material. An extensive review of percent extraction
efficiency calculations is also presented. In Part II, we will examine the impact of material preparation and consider the
impact of physical preparation of the feedstock material. Finally, in Part III, we will discuss optimizing an extraction and
the associated processing parameters. We will also investigate the impact of conditions of operation: total extraction
time and processing parameters.

Influence of the Starting Material
Mass of Starting Material
The most intuitive variable with regards to yield is the mass
of input material available for extraction. For example, given identical feedstock and extraction parameters, 100 kg
of plant matter would be expected to yield around twice
as much extract as the same extraction performed on only
50 kg of material.
This parameter is instinctive, but it is important to realize
that starting-material-influence does not stop there.
Makeup of the Starting Material
A further major influence of the starting material on yields

CANNABIS SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

is the makeup of the material itself. To best explain what is
meant here, consider the cannabis flower.
Components of Interest in Cannabis Flower
Suppose a recipe for a bulk batch of baked goods calls
for the cannabinoids extracted from 100 kg of flower.
This is a bit of an ambiguous recipe: what mass of cannabinoids can be obtained from this mass of starting
material? Intuitively, there is an understanding that it is
not 100 kg.
This understanding stems from basic knowledge of
plant anatomy (Figure 1). For simplicity, the cannabis
flower is divided into three contingents: the lipids, chlorophylls, and cannabinoids. This multicomponent nature
is the first layer of the starting-material-makeup factor. If,
say, the cannabinoids make up 20% of the flower’s mass,
then the maximum possible mass that may be obtained
from 100 kg of flower can be calculated to be 20 kg:
total mass × fraction of mass due to component of interest = total mass of component of interest
[1]
total mass of flower × fraction of flower mass due to cannabinoids = total mass of cannabinoids
[2]
100 kg × 0.20 = 20 kg

[3]

It follows, then, that a 100%-efficient extraction would
recover 20 kg of these desirables from the extraction
process. If no other material were coextracted, a test
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of the material remaining in the extractor would see a total of 80 kg
of residual composed of lipids and
chlorophyll, with no trace of cannabinoids remaining.

Example Extraction Calculations

Figure 1: The cannabis flower is divided into three contingents: the lipids,
chlorophylls, and cannabinoids.

Figure 2: Calculating the percent extraction efficiency (%EE) is the best standard against
which to evaluate the success of any extraction. There are two variations of the calculation
that can be carried out.
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Calculating the percent extraction
efficiency (%EE) is the best standard
against which to evaluate the success
of any extraction. There are two variations of the calculation that can be
carried out (Figure 2). The theoretical
%EE calculation assumes all mass of
the component of interest extracted
appears in the extract, with no loss;
it is a measure of the mass of component of interest removed from the
feedstock. The actual %EE calculation
measures the mass of the component
of interest present in the extract.
To verify comprehension of this calculation, consider following through
the example extraction presented
in Figure 2; 100 kg of cannabis flower composed of 20% cannabinoids
and 80% lipids and chlorophylls is
loaded into the extraction chamber
(Figure 2a). At the end of the extraction, 40 kg of material composed of
5% cannabinoids and 95% lipids and
chlorophylls remains in the extractor (Figure 2b); 60 kg of material composed of 30% cannabinoids and 70%
lipids and chlorophylls is found in the
collection vessel (Figure 2c).
In this example, no material is lost
in the extraction process, and the
results of the theoretical and actual %EE calculations match, at 90%. In
cases where loss of material would
occur (for example, small amounts of
residual left in the extraction equipment), the actual %EE will fall below
the theoretical %EE.
These calculations are important in
evaluating the success of an extraction.
They are, however, not trivial. The next
portion of this section reviews several
misconceptions commonly encountered
when performing %EE calculations.
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Figure 3: Two collection vessels are shown, each with a different total extract
mass and percent composition.

Use of Correct Parameters
in Extraction Calculations
First, ensure use of correct parameters when performing the mathematics. Note that %EE calculations are,
very importantly, carried out with respect to the yield of a component of
interest, not as compared to the entire mass of starting material.
This relates back to determining
how much desirable material is actually present in a sample of cannabis flower. In the above example (Figure 2), if the %EE calculations were
instead perfomed using “100 kg” in
the fractions’ denominators, it would
paint a picture of having an additional 80 kg of component of interest
available for extraction. That mass
is not cannabinoids—it is the lipids
and chlorophylls that make up this
80 kg portion.
Making this distinction is crucial
and can be tricky. The next point in
the discussion demonstrates how
evaluating a yield based solely on
the total mass of extract can be
misleading.

Using Facts, Not Feelings,
to Evaluate Yield
The example extraction yield presented in Figure 2c gives quite a substantial total mass in the collection vessel:
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60 kg. This much material is likely to
feel very substantial, and in the example, its composition is known to contain a large portion of cannabinoids,
or 30%. Problematically, however, the
60-kg yield of material would still feel
as substantial were it composed of
only 3% cannabinoids and 97% lipids
and chlorophylls.
Building on this idea, consider
Figure 3. Two collection vessels are
shown, each with a different total extract mass and percent composition.
Vessel 2 contains 20 kg more material than does Vessel 1 and would thus
feel more substantial. It is, however,
Vessel 1 that contains a vastly larger mass of cannabinoids: 56 kg compared to only 25 kg in Vessel 2.
What could cause the difference
in yield composition described in
this example?

have the undisputed best antiamnesia properties, but a composition of
only 7.7% cannabinoids by mass. An
extraction with 100%-efficiency performed on 100 kg of this product
would yield 7.7 kg of cannabinoids.
This amount could very well feel minuscule in comparison to the 100 kg
of starting material initially loaded
into the extraction chamber. Even
so, every last bit of desirable material
available from the 100 kg of feedstock
would have been extracted.
Comparing all the world’s cannabis, some varieties will contain more
chlorophylls, have more lipids, or,
for some strains, perhaps a combination of both. High-yielding varieties would minimize these, meaning
the feedstock mass is composed
of a maximum amount of desirable
components.

Conclusions
In summary, different cannabis varieties will, by their nature, contain different amounts of the component
of interest; hence, it is crucial to set
aside feelings in favor of facts when
evaluating an extraction yield. Regardless of which variety an operator
selects, ensure yield calculations are
evaluated with respect to each component of interest.
The next part in the series will focus
on how decisions made in preparing
material for extraction affect interactions between the solvent and feedstock matrix during extraction.

All Cannabis Flower
Is Not Created Equal
Consider the influence of compositional differences in the starting material. In other words, all cannabis is
not necessarily created equal.
An operator’s choice of cannabis
variety is likely to depend on more
than just the mass of cannabinoids
present. Suppose a newly-discovered variety of cannabis is found to
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Understanding VPD and Transpiration Rates
for Cannabis Cultivation Operations
This article explores how vapor pressure differentials (VPD) affect transpiration rates in cannabis
plants. Transpiration is a process in which water and essential nutrients move through the plant from
cell to cell. Understanding of VPD at different temperatures and relative humidities, and its effect
on this process, is important to gain maximum plant growth. We also cover the impact of set points
on growth environments as well as energy costs, along with an analysis on how data surrounding
watering rates and transpiration can affect equipment selection.

W

e all learned about the water cycle in junior
high—rain, evaporation, clouds, rain, and so
on. This cycle takes on increased importance
in the cannabis industry because maintaining the right
space conditions for an indoor grow is essential to the
success of a cultivation operation. Temperature and humidity play a large role in how cannabis plants will function, directly impacting both plant yield and overall quality. We must look beyond the simplified precipitation
cycle and understand that space conditions directly affect a plant’s ability to sweat, or transpire.
A common misconception is that the transpiration
of cannabis plants will affect the relative humidity within a grow room. In reality, that’s backwards—using the
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paradigm that the room conditions affect the plants’ ability to transpire rather than the plants’ transpiration affecting the room condition is a good perspective to have when
reading this article. In an ideal setting, the room setpoint
conditions (temperature and humidity) would be held perfectly stable and would never deviate regardless of what
happens in the room. Keeping the room conditions perfectly stable is the job of the mechanical equipment used
to control the environmental conditions of the room. If we
can maintain any given set of room conditions, the question is: under what conditions does cannabis thrive?
As we will discuss, plant transpiration drives plant
growth and vapor pressure differential (VPD) drives plant
transpiration. Temperature and humidity both impact
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Figure 1: Example 1 and Example 2 both have similar VPDs, meaning transpiration and
nutrient delivery between the two will be very similar. However, Example 1 has a much
lower design temperature and relative humidity and will have a higher first equipment
cost and a higher operating cost.

the vapor pressure differential, a factor that must be considered when
making decisions about facility systems—especially when it comes to
the tricky deliberations surrounding
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment selection.
In order for plants to thrive in an indoor grow space, the VPD needs to
be at a particular level, which can be
different for every situation and every
stage of growth. Since the temperature and humidity affect the VPD, the
temperature and humidity both need
to be at the correct levels—at the
right “setpoint”—which means heat
and moisture are going to need to be
added or taken away from the grow
room at different times.
Understanding the drivers behind
this process is key to selecting the
appropriate HVAC system for your
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Table I: Vapor pressure differential by room dry bulb temperature and RH setpoint. Purple boxes indicate that the VPD is in the ideal
range of 0.8 to 1.1 (pKa) for the vegetative state. Other boxes are outside the ideal range for the vegetative state
Room Temp.
Setpoint (°F)

Room Relative Humidity
75%

70%

65%

60

0.4419

0.5303

0.6187

60%
0.7071

55%

50%

45%

0.7954

0.8838

0.9722

40%

Room Temp.
Setpoint (°C)

1.0606

15.6

65

0.5271

0.6325

0.7379

0.8433

0.9487

1.0541

1.1595

1.2650

18.3

70

0.6263

0.7515

0.8768

1.0020

1.1273

1.2526

1.3778

1.5031

21.1

75

0.7415

0.8897

1.0380

1.1863

1.3346

1.4829

1.6312

1.7795

23.9

80

0.8747

1.0496

1.2245

1.3995

1.5744

1.7494

1.9243

2.0992

26.7

85

1.0283

1.2340

1.4397

1.6453

1.8510

2.0567

2.2623

2.4680

29.4

operation. In our experience, a setpoint difference of just 10% can have
a significant impact on HVAC system sizing, upfront cost, and ongoing energy costs. It’s worth exploring
if a small difference in design setpoint will make a large impact on your
HVAC system costs, without having
much impact on the product yield of
your operation.

Understanding VPD
and Transpiration Rates
Temperature and humidity are defining factors for VPD, sometimes called
vapor pressure deficit, which is what
truly affects the health of a cannabis plant. Vapor pressure is the pressure at which liquid becomes a vapor.
Here is a real-world example of vapor
pressure in action: When you boil water on the stove, you heat the water,
increasing the pressure to a point at
which it reaches the vapor pressure
of the atmosphere around it and becomes steam. In cannabis cultivation,
VPD refers to the difference between
vapor pressure within a plant and the
vapor pressure of the air surrounding
the plant. VPD is responsible for driving a process in the plant known as
transpiration, which directly impacts
plant health.
Transpiration is a process in which
water and other essential nutrients
move through a plant from cell to
cell. It is also how plants regulate their
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own temperature and obtain the carbon dioxide they need out of the air.
VPD drives transpiration and the nutrient uptake from the roots of a plant
to the upper area of a plant. Water
movement occurs as a result of plants
releasing water vapor into the air
through openings called stomata—
almost as if they are sweating.
If VPD is too small, peak growth
rates are not achieved, and problems
like mold or root rot can become an
issue. If VPD is too large, the plant
stomata will close in an attempt to
limit transpiration, which can result
in issues like tip burn and leaf curl.
VPD can be directly calculated from
the temperature and relative humidity (RH) of both the plant and the grow
room. Both of these concepts are explained in detail below. The surface
temperature of the plant and the dry
bulb temperature of the room are approximately the same, but since the
plant has water forming, the plant
surface will be at 100% RH when it is
transpiring. For a given design temperature, we can modulate the VPD
by changing the RH of the grow room.
A VPD range of 0.8–1.1 (kPa) is commonly known as ideal in the vegetative stage, while a VPD range of 1.0–
1.5 (kPa) is commonly known as ideal
in the flowering stage. Tables I and II
show that the same ideal VPD range
can be obtained at different temperatures and relative humidities.
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To put it simply: Consistent temperature and relative humidity in the
space A consistent vapor pressure
deficit A plant transpiration A plant
growth.
This concept is further illustrated in
Figure 1 on the psychrometric chart,
which is a commonly used tool that
graphically illustrates the relationship
between air temperature and relative
humidity as well as other properties.

What Are the Metrics?
As explained above, maintaining
proper setpoints of indoor grow
rooms is essential to the success of
an operation, but what do we measure and how do we measure it? There
are a few things to understand about
measuring temperature and humidity
and determining VPD:
• Wet and dry bulb temperature
readings: Dry bulb temperature
is the temperature reading
most of us are familiar with; the
temperature that is shown on the
thermostat in a home. Wet bulb
temperature is the temperature
that a thermometer reads when
its bulb is wrapped in a moist
cloth. The wet bulb temperature
indicates how much moisture is
present in the air. When relative
humidity is at 100%, the wet and
dry bulb temperatures are equal.
If the difference between the
dry and wet bulb temperatures
is small, there is a large amount
of moisture in the air. There is so
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Table II: Vapor pressure differential by room dry bulb temperature and RH setpoint. Purple boxes indicate that the VPD is in the ideal
range of 1.0 to 1.5 (pKa) for the flowering state. Other boxes are outside the ideal range for the flowering state.
Room Temp.
Setpoint (°F)

Room Relative Humidity
70%

65%

60

0.4419

0.5303

0.6187

65

0.5271

0.6325

0.7379

70

0.6263

0.7515

0.8768

1.0020

1.1273

1.2526

1.3778

1.5031

21.1

75

0.7415

0.8897

1.0380

1.1863

1.3346

1.4829

1.6312

1.7795

23.9

80

0.8747

1.0496

1.2245

1.3995

1.5744

1.7494

1.9243

2.0992

26.7

85

1.0283

1.2340

1.4397

1.6453

1.8510

2.0567

2.2623

2.4680

29.4

much moisture in the air that it is
similar to having a wet rag around
the thermometer bulb. If there is
a large difference between the
dry and wet bulb temperature
readings, the air is dry.
• Relative humidity: Relative
humidity (RH) is a measurement
of the amount of moisture in the
air expressed as a percentage
of the maximum possible
moisture in the air at a given dry
bulb temperature. As humidity
increases, the air of an indoor
space will eventually reach a
state of saturation. When air has
reached its capacity for maximum
possible moisture, water will
leave the air in the form of clouds,
dew, or condensation. In warmer
temperatures, air is able to hold
more moisture. If the amount of
moisture in a space were to remain
constant and the temperature
increased, the RH would decrease.
This is because the total amount
of moisture present is the same,
but it is possible for the air to take
on more moisture, therefore the
air is further from the maximum
possible moisture, resulting in a
lower percentage. Conversely,
if the moisture content were
to remain constant while the
temperature decreased, the
RH would increase because the
moisture in the air is closer to
the maximum possible moisture,
resulting in a higher percentage.

Equipment Selection
The key to healthy VPD and transpiration rates is to provide controlled
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60%

55%

50%

45%

0.7071

0.7954

0.8838

0.9722

1.0606

15.6

0.8433

0.9487

1.0541

1.1595

1.2650

18.3

environmental conditions, which will
come into play when you are selecting equipment for your operation.
The role of HVAC equipment is to
keep the room as close to the design
temperature and humidity setpoints
as possible because this will have the
greatest impact on the product. In
the beginning of a project, we send
an HVAC survey document to our clients to determine their project requirements. The information provided allows the engineers to determine
the “design conditions,” which tells
the engineer what they need to design around. Information such as temperature and humidity setpoints as
well as type and quantity of lights, watering, and run-off rates are gathered.
This information allows the designer to estimate the transpiration rate
of the plants and the heat load from
the equipment, which are called latent and sensible loads, respectively. The HVAC equipment will remove
the heat load and humidity load from
the space, so the more accurate the
information provided by the grower,
the more accurate the sizing of the
system will be.

Determining Transpiration Rates
and Humidity Control Strategies
One of the best, most straightforward methods for determining transpiration rates is to use known watering rates to indirectly quantify
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40%

Room Temp.
Setpoint (°C)

75%

transpiration. Once irrigation water is introduced into a space, it can
do two things: stay within the plant
or pot, increasing its overall mass,
or leave the plant or pot as runoff or transpiration. The general assumption is relatively little of the water mass is left behind in the pot or
plant, and the rest of the water is lost
to runoff and transpiration between
waterings. Quantifying watering
rates is typically straightforward, but
quantifying runoff can be difficult
depending on which grow method
is used. Data can be gathered at the
grow facility level, stage of growth
level, room level, or plant level.
Properly designed HVAC equipment will not only control the temperature of a space, but it will also remove the moisture transpired by the
plants to keep the relative humidity ratio at the appropriate set point.
There are numerous humidity control
strategies. On the most basic level is
the dehumidifier, which utilizes a refrigeration process to subcool the air
to its saturation point to extract the
moisture from the air. While effective,
this is an inherently inefficient process as the compressor heat is rejected into the space, adding to the heat
load that the HVAC equipment needs
to take care of. On the most complicated level, your designer may add
the dehumidification scheme into the
Continued on page 61
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Cannabis for Animals: A Look Into Cannabis
as Medicine for Pets
The endocannabinoid system (ECS) has been evolving since the beginning of vertebrate species,
but why did veterinary practitioners never learn about it in school? Just like our human counterparts’
veterinary practitioners have no or only a cursory understanding of the ECS and cannabis therapy.
Veterinary practitioners have also been echoing that there “is no evidence” in animals. To the contrary,
we have numerous studies utilizing cannabinoids and other cannabis molecules for therapeutic relief
and translational studies that could be considered for any vertebrate creature. Here we review the
current and pertinent literature in utilizing cannabis derivatives in animals and discuss the future
forecast of cannabis in veterinary medicine.

V

eterinary medicine has historically lagged behind human medicine since its inception. Veterinarians and veterinary technicians are cautious
creatures that often have not only a human as the owner to deal with but a patient that cannot speak and tell
you how treatment is or isn’t working. We also see less
uniformity in regulations and practice acts in veterinary
medicine compared to our human counterparts. What
veterinary medicine and human medicine do have in
common is the lack of education on the topic of cannabis as a legitimate medical therapy in veterinary school.
We also see less interest in pharmaceutical companies
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wanting to invest in clinical studies for companion animals (cats and dogs). Moreover, we see more conservative organized veterinary medicine, like the American Veterinary Medical Association, still holding on to
outdated information and prohibition era beliefs surrounding cannabis, perpetuating false assertions that
there is no evidence for safety or efficacy of cannabis
products in animals (1). To the contrary we have hundreds, if not thousands, of articles in laboratory animal
species, which technically includes dogs and cats, verifying the safety of cannabinoids at extremely high doses and therapeutic potential for numerous conditions.
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Yet, the bias persists. However, the
use and demand for cannabis products in veterinary medicine is growing rapidly, mainly by pet owner demand (2,3). Unfortunately, it
is growing faster than most practitioners have the time to educate
themselves about it. Another confounding factor feeding a negative bias in veterinary medicine is
the all too often tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) toxicity in companion animals. Since the legalization
of medical marijuana in the United States began, the Animal Poison
Control and Pet Poison Hotline has
seen a 330% increase in THC toxicities (4). There is no question to the
risk and occurrence of THC toxicity in animals, yet it should be noted there are no reported deaths

that can be definitively attributed
to THC or other phytocannabinoids
without other factoring chemicals
also present in the system. The suspected lethal dose of THC in dogs
is >9 g/kg, a nearly impossible
dose to achieve. The most common
route of exposure to THC in companion animals is via ingestion. Approximately 66% of exposures involve pets ingesting homemade or
commercial edible goods. The second most common source of cannabis exposures involves ingestion
of plant material, followed by cannabis oils or tinctures. Symptoms of
THC toxicity include lethargy, central nervous system depression,
ataxia, vomiting, urinary incontinence or dribbling, increased sensitivity to motion or sound, dilated
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pupils, hypersalivation, and bradycardia. Less common symptoms
include aggression, agitation, low
blood pressure, low respiratory rates, elevated heart rates, and
nystagmus (continuous abnormal
movements of the eyes). Rare signs
include seizures or comatose conditions (5). A 2018 study investigating the susceptibility of cannabis-induced convulsions in rats and
dogs, reported no seizures in dogs.
But central nervous system signs including ataxia, tremors, and hypoactivity were observed when dogs
were given chronic daily oral doses of cannabis extracts containing
concentrations as high as 27 mg/kg
THC combined with 25 mg/kg cannabidiol (CBD) (1.08:1 ratio of THC
to CBD) for 56 weeks (6).
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There are some fundamental distinctions one must make on the
topic of medical cannabis, and
even specific terminology used
when approaching medical cannabis as a valid medical therapy.
The first distinction is between a
“marijuana” plant versus a “hemp”
plant. The hemp plant has much
lower levels of THC (less than 0.3%
by dry weight) and has found favor among veterinary professionals
since there is a reduced risk of THC
toxicity (7). This distinction is particularly important for recommendations made by veterinary professionals. At the time this article was
written there were no states that
allow for medical marijuana prescriptions for veterinary use, with
many states also denying veterinarians the ability to even “recommend” an over the counter hempbased product. California was the
first state to pass legislation at the
end of 2018 with AB2215 that allows veterinarians to discuss cannabis as a therapeutic option, but
the legislation still prohibits veterinarians from prescribing, dispensing, or recommending marijuana or
hemp products to animals.
There are numerous agonists or
chemical compounds extracted
from marijuana and hemp plants,
that act on the endocannabinoid
system (ECS) in animals, just like
in humans. The endocannabinoid
system is an extensive group of endogenous cannabinoid receptors
found in nearly every vertebrate,
both centrally (in the brain) and peripherally. In fact, we see the evolution of ECS receptors in lesser species, such as invertebrates
through the millennia via ancient
genetic markers. This ECS is responsible for a variety of the same
homeostatic processes seen in humans, with more physiological and
genetic effects being discovered
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every year, often in research animal
models. Some of these therapeutic effects, when proven in animal
models, do not translate well into
human models. This is likely because of the difference in the distribution and density of ECS receptors in animals versus humans (8).

Veterinary Cannabis Studies
To date, we have an ever-growing
list of relevant studies for practical
use of cannabis in companion animals. Most notably, we now have
the results from two studies, one
conducted at Colorado State University (CSU) and one from Cornell
University, to help shed light on
effective and safe dosing of CBD
dominant cannabis products in
dogs. In the Colorado State University study, conducted by Dr. Stephanie McGrath, we see dogs given
three different dosing strategies.
A group of 30 healthy beagle dogs
were randomly assigned to receive
a cannabidiol dominant product in
the form of a capsule, oil, and CBD
transdermal cream at a dose of
10 mg/kg/day or 20 mg/kg/day for
6 weeks. In the study, the dogs had
complete blood counts, chemistry
panels, urinalysis, and bile acids
performed at 0, 2, 4, and 6 weeks.
The most notable effect was elevations in serum alkaline phosphatase
(ALP) that occurred in some dogs.
All of the dogs in the study also experienced diarrhea, while the dogs
that received the transdermal formula had reddened skin after application that was not of clinical concern. Because the products used
in the study were plant-based, the
variability between batches were
measured. Variability was <10%
for the CBD-infused transdermal
cream and CBD-infused oil. There
was considerable variation, 28–
31%, between the CBD concentration in the capsules and the amount
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stated on the label. Higher systemic exposures were observed with
the oral CBD-infused oil formulation, and the half-life after a 75 mg
and 150 mg dose was 199.7 ±55.9
min and 127.5 ±-32.2 min, respectively. Exposure was dose-proportional, and the oral CBD-infused
oil provided the most favorable
pharmacokinetic profile. While the
study mentions that the diarrhea
was not related to the formula, it
should be noted that this assertion
cannot be made with certainty. The
study concluded that this particular CBD dominant product, with no
terpenes, appeared to be well tolerated in dogs (9).
Also at CSU, there are two continuing studies: one on osteoarthritis
(OA) and the other on canine epilepsy. The OA study at CSU is using
a 5 mg/kg daily dose for 6 weeks
(the manuscript is currently under
review). In the pilot epilepsy study
utilizing a hemp-based product,
preliminary results show eight out
of nine dogs had a reduction in the
frequency of seizures at 5 mg/kg
once a day. A long-term study over
three years will follow this study. A
similar study is also being conducted at the University of Florida (10).
In a canine study conducted at
Cornell University under the direction of Dr. Joseph Wakshlag, we see
similar, yet more favorable results
with no diarrhea, utilizing a product made by ElleVet Sciences. A
single dose pharmacokinetic study
was performed using two different
doses of CBD enriched oil. The industrial hemp used in this study has
~10 mg/mL CBD and an equal mix
of ~10 mg/mL cannabidiolic acid
(CBDA), 0.24 mg/mL THC, 0.27 mg/
mL cannabichromene (CBC), and
0.11 mg/mL cannabigerol (CBG). All
other cannabinoids were less than
0.01 mg/mL with a robust terpene
profile. The initial investigation into
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single-dose oral pharmacokinetics
was performed with four beagles.
Each dog received a 2 mg/kg and
an 8 mg/kg oral dosage of CBD oil.
The dogs were fed 2 h after dosing.
Blood was collected at 0, 0.5, 1, 2,
4, 8, 12, and 24 h after oil administration. Pharmacokinetics demonstrated that CBD half-life of elimination median was 4.2 h (3.8– 6.8 h) for
the 2 mg/kg dose, and 4.2 h (3.8–
4.8 h) for the 8 mg/kg dose. These
results led to dosing during the
clinical trial at 2 mg/kg body weight
every 12 h. For the clinical efficacy study, which assessed the use
for dogs with radiographically confirmed OA, a randomized placebocontrolled, veterinarian and owner
blinded, cross-over study was used.
Dogs received CBD oil (2 mg/kg) or
placebo oil every 12 h. Hematology,
serum chemistry, and physical examinations were performed on every visit. A canine brief pain inventory
and Hudson activity scores showed
a significant decrease in pain and
an increase in activity with CBD
oil. Veterinary assessment showed
decreased pain during CBD treatment. Owners reported no adverse
side effects; however, serum chemistry showed an increase in alkaline
phosphatase (ALP) similarly to the
CSU study during CBD treatment
which normalized over time. Conclusions of the clinical study suggest that 2 mg/kg of ElleVet Sciences CBD product twice daily can
help increase comfort and activity
in dogs with OA. It should also be
noted that some dogs in the study
were also on traditional nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs with no
adverse effects (11).
Data has shown in both studies
that the other nonpsychotropic cannabinoids, primarily CBD, has a wide
safety margin with only minimal side
effects. In both studies, the elevated ALP was notable. Interestingly,
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the increase in liver values was not
associated with any other elevated liver values (gamma-glutamyl
transferase, bile acids, or alanine
aminotransferase) and may be a
response to cannabinoid metabolism through the cytochrome P450
(CYP450) pathway (12,13).
Animal models of CBD utility for
anxiety or panic attacks are supported by studies placing a prey
species in front of a predator species and conditioned escape responses in mice and rats. According to these studies, anxiety or
panic attacks would be related to
the flight and freezing defensive
responses elicited by threats which
expression was decreased in both
models (14). Canopy Growth has
announced the completion of their
anxiety study in companion animals
that are currently awaiting publication. The author is aware of other
anxiety-related research being conducted in cats and birds with hopeful publication in the next year.
Besides the alleviation of disease
processes, veterinary scientists
are exploring hemp for its anxiety-reducing effects and nutritional content increases in production
animals. Stress on food-producing animals is directly correlated
to poorer production of eggs, milk,
down, wool, or muscle growth for
meat producing animals. By exploring the use of naturally occurring cannabinoids in biomass from
hemp production for other uses,
we are beginning to see the utility for this welfare and economic
challenge. The nutritional content
of cannabis biomass is also being
studied as feed for production animals, since seeds are particularly
full of beneficial fatty acids (15–18).
Aside
from
pharmacokinetic, pain, seizure, and anxiety studies, we have seen scientific articles
looking at cannabinoid receptor
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proliferation in feline and canine
epidermal tissues suggesting the
efficacy of topical and systemic applications for atopic dermatitis in
dogs and hypersensitivity dermatitis in cats (19,20).
Other studies looking at ECS
distribution in various tissues are
those interested in gastrointestinal function. One study published
by Glaiazzo and colleagues looked
at CB1, CB2, GPR55, and PPARa in
canine gastrointestinal tissue, giving us deeper insight to the anatomical basis of supporting therapeutic cannabis in relieving motility
disorders and visceral hypersensitivity in canine acute or chronic enteropathies (21). We have also seen
studies looking at protective effects, specifically for gastrointestinal mucosal lesions secondary to
acute pancreatitis in rat models.
This is of particular interest in companion animals because pancreatitis is a common occurrence (22).
Anticancer effects are one of the
more common interests with owners. The scientific literature (in rodent models) is promising in several
different cancer types, and certainly for the alleviation of symptoms
related to chemotherapy or radiation therapy (23,24). A canine cancer study at the University of Florida
has some exciting preliminary in-vitro results for three different types of
canine cancer cells. Hopefully, we
will see similar results in the on-going in-vivo study.

Conclusion
While the legal status of cannabis
products continues to play out, it
is critical that we continue to push
for quality scientific data to support therapeutic evidence. Just
like in human medical cannabis circles, the veterinary side of things
will continue to evolve, looking for
specific cannabinoid and terpene
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profiles for various ailments or ECS
support. As scientists, consumers,
and animal lovers, we must pressure cannabis manufacturers to
produce products following good
manufacturing guidelines, use
safe ingredients for animals, and
be transparent with what is in their
products. To that end, manufacturers should suggest dosing regiments based on science instead of
anecdotes. We must also pressure
local governments, mainly state
veterinary and pharmacy boards, to
adopt legislative language to allow
veterinary professionals to discuss,
recommend, and, in some cases,
prescribe cannabis product for our
pets. Lastly, we must encourage
the veterinary profession to educate themselves on this topic.
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Continued from page 55
overall HVAC design, whereby the air
may be subcooled at the coils to extract the water out of the air, then the
air may be reheated so as not to overcool the space. For maximum energy
efficiency, the reheating of air can be
done with hot water or hot gas produced by the heat rejected from the
cooling equipment.
What happens when we vary the
humidity and temperature setpoints?
If the temperature and humidity setpoints are decreased, the peak load
on the HVAC system increases, as
does the energy required to run the
equipment. Similarly, the reverse is
true—if the temperature and humidity setpoints are increased, the peak
load on the system decreases, and
the energy required to run the equipment also decreases. It is in the best
interest of the grower, both from a
first cost and an operating cost perspective, to run their operation as hot
and humid as possible.
Let’s refer back to Table II. As you
can see, the calculated VPD at 70 °F
and 60% RH is similar to the calculated VPD at 75 °F and 65% RH. Therefore, the plants may perform just as
well at the higher temperature and
humidity setpoint than at the lower
temperature and humidity setpoint,
but the effects on the first cost, physical size, and energy use of the HVAC
system will be significant. In our experience, a setpoint difference of just
10% can have a dramatic effect.

Real World Case Study
The issue of equipment selection
came to life in a recent project with
very specific goals. Clients regularly
come to us with specific temperature
and humidity setpoints and ranges in
mind. Often times these setpoints are
determined by experience in the field,
and not necessarily by gathering information on the VPD required. The
growers know that their plants thrive
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in certain conditions, but normally they’ve determined this through
a trial and error process. In this case
study, our client—a cultivation and
extraction facility—needed precise
temperature and humidity control for
their grow spaces, with a major focus
on energy efficiency. Like most of our
clients, they had specific temperature
and humidity setpoints in mind: 76 °F
and 55% RH.
The proposed HVAC system was
a water-cooled chilled water system,
with an economizer operation to allow for compressor-free operation
when outdoor conditions allow. The
hot water for the facility is provided
via heat pumps that utilize the heat rejected from the chillers as the source
for the heating loop. Fan coils inside
the cultivation rooms utilize variable
frequency drives to dehumidify without overcooling the spaces.
Because sustainability was a core
goal of the client, we decided to start
with a different approach—a shoebox energy model to narrow in on the
implications of different setpoints on
the size and energy use of the HVAC
equipment. We were able to show the
client that by adjusting their temperature and humidity setpoints upwards,
they would be able to maintain the
same VPD in the space, yet the size of
the HVAC equipment decreased by
33% and the energy use associated
with the HVAC equipment decreased
by upwards of 35% per year. By looking at the VPD specifically, and using
that metric to make decisions around
the required temperature and humidity setpoint, we were able to design
an HVAC system that met their sustainability goals and decreased the
size of the equipment, while still ensuring that their plants would thrive.
The initial criteria the client provided us, a temperature setpoint of 76 °F
and a relative humidity setpoint of
55%, would have resulted in an HVAC
plant size of 600 tons of cooling. By
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looking first at the VPD, and then utilizing that to determine the setpoints,
we were able to downsize the equipment to 400 tons of cooling. This
equipment is roughly ¾ the physical
size and 66% of the cost of the larger
600 ton system.

Final Thoughts
Proper HVAC equipment design A
consistent temperature and relative
humidity in the space A consistent
vapor pressure deficit A plant transpiration A plant growth.
It is understood that proper HVAC
equipment design is necessary to
keep consistent temperature and
relative humidity within a space. It is
also generally recognized that the
plant growth is impacted, both positively and negatively, by space temperature and humidity and therefore
vapor pressure deficit. What is often
overlooked or unknown is that small
changes in temperature and humidity
setpoints can have an imperceptible
impact on the vapor pressure differential, and a large impact on the size,
first cost, and operating costs of the
HVAC system.

Disclaimer
We aren’t growers, we are engineers.
As such, we do not claim to understand the complete effects of an operation running at higher temperature and humidity setpoints on plant
quality and quantity. The purpose of
this article is to illustrate the effects
of temperature and humidity setpoint
differences on HVAC sizing and energy costs, to allow growers to make a
more informed decision when determining the appropriate setpoints for
their space.
Laura Breit, PE, Michael Leavitt,
PE, and Adam Boyd, PE, are professional engineers with Root Engineers
in Bend, Oregon. Direct correspondence to: info@rootengineers.com
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Shelf Life and Potency Quantification of
Cannabis-Infused Beverage Emulsions
Matt Vanden Eynden*, Dennis Thireault†, and Scott Riefler†, *Formulaction, Inc. and †Tarukino, LLC

The shelf life and homogeneity of cannabis-infused edibles should be quantified with pharmaceutical-like
standards to avoid large potency variations throughout the materials. The Turbiscan stability analyzer can
quantify particle concentration variations in a sample in a high-resolution, predictive manner.
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A large focus of the science and chemistry in the cannabis market is directed to cannabis leaves and oils and
their THC–CBD ratios, phenotyping, and psychoactive
effects of specific cultivars. Of course, edible materials
are currently available in the form of gummies, drinks,
and candies to supply cannabis extracts into the retail
market. But, through physical destabilization of these
formulations by migration of oil particles, heterogenous
products develop with stability and potency inconsistencies. Valid stability testing is needed in this wild westtype of market as, for example, beverage emulsions with
an oil ring formation at the top of the sample would result
in a consumer imbibing large, if not the full, quantities
of the active ingredients, producing what could be a series of negative outcomes. Optimizations of the emulsion
chemistry can prevent such effects and produce overall
better products.
Therefore, an effort to increase the quality of these materials must be made and recognized industry-wide to
provide materials that have undergone pharmaceuticaltype quality and stability testing. Currently, cannabis-infused beverage emulsions are tested for stability though
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analyses
are inconsistent from laboratory to laboratory, which has
even been seen in raw extract testing (1). Removal of aliquots from various points of multiple samples and then assuming all testing machines, columns, and mobile phase
systems are the same are just some of the results of the
variances observed, not to mention the bias of certain
laboratories.
This note will focus on the shelf stability of beverage
emulsions using a high-resolution light scattering tool
known as the Turbiscan. Whereas traditional visual analysis methods are qualitative and subjective by nature, the
Turbiscan can provide detailed kinetics related to particle
size and concentration changes in an accelerated manner.
This will allow for facile and quick formulation optimization
and shelf life studies, providing critical data to the formulators to help create the best products possible and eliminate any guesswork associated with materials that may
possess the ability to fail in the field. In an industry that
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Figure 1: Raw ΔBS data for a THC–CBD-infused emulsion.

Figure 2: Volume fraction kinetic data for a THC–CBD-infused
emulsion.

wants to pride itself in science and technology, this area
should be no different.

Method and Materials
Physical stability measurements were carried out using
the Turbiscan stability analyzer (Formulaction, France).
The Turbiscan utilizes static multiple light scattering
(SMLS) to provide particle size and particle concentration
data at all points throughout a sample as it ages. A mobile reading head containing an 880 nm LED light source
and both a backscattering (BS) and transmission (T) light
detector travels vertically along an emulsion sample contained in a 30 mL glass vial, acquiring BS and T data every
40 μm for every scan performed. Repetition of the scans
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over time will result in detailed destabilization kinetics of
the samples.
Beverage emulsions of a 10% sunflower oil loading consisting of 1% of a 50:50 THC–CBD extract were studied for
a period of seven months to accurately quantify the shelf
life of the materials. A diluted letdown beverage of 0.4% oil
loading was also tested over that time frame.
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Results and Discussion
The Turbiscan provides data in terms of the percent of
backscattered (BS) or transmitted (T) light that is scattered in a sample. With vertical resolution of the data every 40 μm, data plots are observed as the change in BS
(ΔBS) over time versus sample height. Figure 1 shows a
typical sample evolution where a large negative signal is
being developed at the bottom of the sample (left of the
graph) and a large positive signal is being seen at the top
of the sample (right of the graph). Such signals correspond
to changes in oil particle concentration where a clarification and creaming are occurring on the bottom and top of
the sample, respectively.
To quantify this particle migration, the mean value of
light scattered over time in a specific region of the sample vial is analyzed to generate specific destabilization kinetics. These, along with the measured particle size and
refractive index data of the materials, provide volume
fraction kinetics of a given region. Figure 2 displays the
volume fraction plot over time of the clarification region
of the emulsion sample at three different temperatures
(3 °C, 25 °C, and 40 °C). The negative evolution of the volume fraction confirms the creaming effect that is taking
place in the sample and provides absolute data into the
potency of the THC–CBD oil in the bottom of the sample. Here, evolution is seen at a maximum of nearly 1.8%
change in oil concentration over nearly 200 days. This display of shelf life is quite impressive, and the manufacturer
would have the confidence that this product would maintain its integrity for up to or more than a year. Additionally,
the fact that these materials do not show any visible signs
of phase separation renders this type of analysis important
as visual analysis will take weeks to months, or even years,
and HPLC validation has proven to be inconsistent at best.
Diluted and flavored versions of these emulsions can
also be tested for the shelf life of individual infused beverages. This benefits the formulator to determine the differences associated with formulation changes related to
concentration and other additives such as dyes and flavors,
the latter are known to have significant impacts on the stability of beverage formulas (2). Figure 3 shows the bottomof-sample volume fraction kinetic for a sample, changing
at a mere rate of 5% from its initial value. This again can
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Figure 3: Volume fraction kinetic data for a diluted THC–CBDinfused beverage emulsion.

assure the manufacturers of the product that material will
retain its integrity for long periods of time.

Conclusion
A light scattering technique utilizing the Turbiscan stability analyzer is able to quantify, without dilution, stress,
or probing of a sample, the volume fraction kinetics of a
destabilized sample, and provide data not obtainable by
any other analytical method. This will provide insight into
how the chemistry of the formulation is acting to inhibit
such destabilizations as well as provide concrete evidence
to the producer that the product is safe to consume, even
after up to one year of shelf storage.
References
1) N. Jikomes and M. Zoorob, Sci. Rep. 8, 4519 (2018).
2) J. Rao and D. McClements, J. Food
Chemistry 134, 749–757 (2012).
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TwinOxide (TO) for Eradication and Control of
White Powdery Mildew (PM) on Cannabis
Joe Nieusma, PhD, TwinOxide, Inc.

Powdery mildew (PM) is one of the cannabis plant’s most notorious pathogens. Powdery mildew can
create an invisible network before spores are visible. If PM has infected the facility, TwinOxide can
eradicate PM infection and prevent recurrence of PM infection in only a few treatments. Cannabis
has been treated with TwinOxide in all phases of growth from new plants to flowering phase without
any signs of adverse effects on the plants. More information at www.gotozeros.com.

Powdery mildew (PM) is one of the cannabis plant’s most
notorious pathogens. Some believe PM is a systemic pathogen that permeates via the plant’s vascular system. Others believe PM is only a superficial pest that spreads across
the plant’s surface (1). It is not clear whether PM is systemic.
The powdery mildew that infects cannabis is a novel organism based on genetic sequencing molecular biology work
conducted by Medicinal Genomics (1).
Powdery mildew cannot survive without taking nutrients
from a host. Powdery mildew can create an invisible network before spores are visible. As with most plant pathogens, the best defense is prevention. This can be done
with strict environmental controls, periodic screenings of
grow rooms, and screening of incoming clones (1). Infection can also be prevented by using TwinOxide at low concentrations in irrigation water.
The use of TwinOxide can eradicate PM infection and
prevent recurrence of PM infection. This white paper demonstrates the rapid success following cannabis treatment
with TwinOxide.

Materials and Methods
TwinOxide with Nepablast activation is a water-based
product with a proprietary nanomolecular electronic polarity alignment (NEPA) technology enhancement (2). Dilution of the product to the final volume detailed in the labeling is required before application to plants. This product
works over a pH range of 4 to 11. Typical dilution is 8 oz of
concentrate diluted into 20 gal of water to make the solution that is applied to the plants when there is an active PM
infestation. If the goal is prevention of PM occurring, the 8
oz is diluted into 40 gal of water.
Typically, 1 gal of diluted ready-to-apply product covers
75–100 plants dependent upon the size of plants. For infestation, spray plants heavily on the leaves, underside of
leaves, and the stem generously on days 1 and 2. Do not
spray on day 3 and repeat the application on day 4 just as
days 1 and 2. PM should be dead after this treatment. For
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Figure 1: (a) Before treatment and (b) after treatment.

maintenance to keep PM away, spray plants heavily on the
leaves, underside of leaves, and the stem generously once
every 3–5 days. No adverse effects on plants have been
noted using this or any of the other protocols.
For application on an outside operation, the protocol is
modified as the product is degraded by UV exposure. At
dusk or after dark for infestation, spray plants heavily on
the leaves, underside of leaves, and the stem generously
on days 1 and 2. Do not spray on day 3 and repeat the application on day 4 just as days 1 and 2. PM should be dead
after this treatment.
TwinOxide should be used in central watering systems
to prevent PM or treat systemic PM at a concentration of
0.1–0.2 ppm, significantly less than the topical concentrations of 4–10 ppm.

Results
Figures 1a and 1b are before and after TwinOxide treatment from a grow in Colorado at a 0.5–1 ppm concentration. After just one treatment, it was described by the
master grower as follows: “TwinOxide with Nepablast
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plant’s ability to fight infection, resist repeat infection and
promote healthier development. This proprietary process infuses specific frequencies creating a friendly environment for
the plant to thrive (2). Proprietary NEPA technology enhancement insures the product is working in conjunction with plant
defenses and normal physiology. The NEPA technology is
based on a balanced synergetic natural approach to remove
the unwanted species. The product works, it kills PM quickly
and efficiently.

(b)

References
1) K. McKernan, Medicinal Genomics, https://
www.medicinalgenomics.com/powdery-mildewsystemic/. Accessed 10-17-18 (2018).
Figure 2: (a) Before treatment and (b) after treatment.

2) J. Arlotti (2018), Pure Bella Wellness. Personal
communications 949-697-8337.

definitely knocked it [PM] down. The PM left discolored
spots where TwinOxide with nepablast got rid of the PM
completely. Where there were white spots, it was smooth
and looked like TwinOxide with nepablast made the PM
inactive because there was no powdery effect to it. It was
still present in a few spots after one treatment but significantly less than before application of TwinOxide with
nepablast” (3).
Former PM spots are still visible following TwinOxide
treatment, but they are completely flat (CO grower 2018,
data not shown). Data not shown is available by email.
Figures 2a and 2b are from a grow in California with
treatment at a higher concentration of 5–9 ppm (4). This
concentration killed the PM after one treatment without
any adverse effects on the plant.
Cannabis was treated with TwinOxide in all phases of
growth from new plants to flowering phase without any
signs of adverse effects on the plants.

3) CO Grower Master Grower, Colorado.
Personal communications (2018).
4) CA Grower Master Grower, Colorado.
Personal communications (2018).

Discussion and Conclusion
TwinOxide with nepablast is an oxidizer of unwanted mildew along with unwanted bacteria, viruses, mold, algae,
protozoa, and spores. The product oxidizes cellular machinery required for the PM to survive. Topical spray kills
PM quickly without adverse effects on the plants or humans applying the product. If used in the irrigation water,
systemic benefits of TwinOxide also ocur.
This product can be used up to harvest with no added odors
or tastes when used according to labeling. The active ingredient is TwinOxide an environmentally friendly green chemical,
that is EPA, EU, USDA, and NSF approved. TwinOxide is EPA
registered as a pesticide.
NEPA technology provides specific balancing of our product with the natural botanical pathways to synergize the
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https://www.cwcbexpo.com/
show-information-nyc/
June 2–4, 2019
ASTM International’s D37
on Cannabis, June 2019
Committee Week
Denver, CO
https://www.astm.org/
MEETINGS/filtrexx40.cgi?+P+TERM+D37+searchresults.frm
June 12–14, 2019
MJBizCon Next
New Orleans, LA

https://mjbizconference.com/next/
June 12–14, 2019
The Hemp Industry Daily
New Orleans, LA
https://mjbizconference.com/hemp/
June 21–22, 2019
CannaCon
Detroit, MI
https://cannacon.org/detroit/
detroit-cannacon/
June 28–30, 2019
Florida Medical Cannabis
Conference & Exhibition
St. Petersburg, FL
https://fmcce.com/

Join us for the 56th annual workshop!
July 21-24, 2019
Naples Grande Beach Resort
Naples, Florida
www.nacrw.org
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Sample prep
made simple.
For LC, GC, MS,
& ICP analysis.
For over 40 years, CEM has been a trusted
source for analytical sample prep systems.
Our passion is to develop systems that are
simple to use, cost effective to operate, and
include industry leading technical support; for
those times when you need it.

EDGE™

MARS™ 6

Extraction system for potency,
pesticides, terpenes, & mycotoxins

Microwave digestion system
for heavy metals

cem.com/EDGE

cem.com/MARS6

We Simplify Science

